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Fif ty-thousand veople attended the Common Ground Fair last weef cendin Windsor, indulging in such
time honored traditions goat milking and sheep shearing. ,
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"Advising hasbecome a very
mechanical procedure," said
John Sweney, Chair of the English Department."It ought to be
more than that."
So, Colby's advising system
will be examined by the President's Council in upcoming
weeks. Dissatisfaction with the
advising system stems from the
poor quality of advising and a
lack of continuity caused by
switching advisors as often as
once a semester.
One senior said, "Sometimes
I feel that I'm just something she
needs to knock off her list of
things to do. My advisor has
been sufficient, but she's no
mentor or anything."
"If I have half a dozen first
year students and then twenty
livemajors coming through registration in 1/2 ah hour, what
kind of ad visingcan I do?" asked
Sweney. "Not many students
come in later in the semester to
chat, and most advisors don't
summon students in to speak
with them. I don't think we have
a good advising system."
Some' upperelassmen are
disturbed that they do not have
an adviser who knows them,
often because advisors change
from year to year.
"You don't build a good
working relationship with your
adviser when they change all the

Ridin g The College Merr y-Go Round
By Deborah Fuller
STAF3. WRITER .
Erika Bley, '92,did not return to
Colby this fall.She is taking courses
at a college near her home in California and plans to apply to the
University of California at Berkley
for the spring semester. She felt out
of touch with the real world up in
Waterville and is hoping that
Berkley can provide more variety
for her in every day life.
"For me, a small school was n ot
what I was looking for," she said.
"There are many reasons why I left.
A lot of it was really personal."
Transfers are an integral part of
tho admissio ns process and < the
college community at any school.
Since last semester, seven students
have transferred out of Colby, six
haveleft to take time off and 12 new
students havetransferrcd in. Alittle
over .8 percent of the students wh6
wore enrolled last semester either
transferred or took time off and
about .8 percent of the enrollment

this semester are transfers. This
mobility rate has been in a steady
decline over the last 20 years. Bowdoin College reports the same phenomena.
"One of the reasons I left was
because I wanted a bigger school. I
felt isolated at Colby arid, being
from Ohio, it was hard for me to
travel home and to get off campus.
Also, one of the things I was looking for was t o see how I could do in
Division I t ennis," said Margaret
McCrudden,former Colby student
who is now a sophomore at Dartmouth College.
"Colby Is where I wanted to go
since h igh school,but I didn't get in
when I applied ."said Billy Clough,
who transferred from Orono last
fall. "In the back of my mind I always wanted to go to Colby. I
wanted to be in a smaller environmen t so I could make more of an
impact."
"The number of transfers from
schools is down across the entire
country," Coleman said. "In the
60's an d 70's it seemed students

were leaving colleges and universities
in an effort to escape something rather
than to find it. These days students
seem to have valid reasons for transferring." In 1976,49 students transferred
into Colby and 14 students transferred
out to other schools. These numbers
represent a much higher average
mobility rate of 2%.
Twenty percent of the transfer
applicants were accepted for enrollment this fall. This number is tip slightly
from last year .Today's stability in the
community is also reflected in the increased percentage of matriculated
students who receive a degree from
Colby. 81 percent of the students who
entered Colby in the fall of 1985 graduated this past spring, 20 years ago, it
was only 68%.
Assistant Dean of Students Mark
Serdjenian speaks w it h each Colby
student who is interested in leaving.
He advices students to withdraw from
Colby and take some time off rather
than immediately apply to ano t her
school. Serdjenian believes this time
off gives the student a chance to reconsider his or her reasons for dissatisfac-

tion with Colby. If, at the end of
this leave,the student would like
to return to Colby, the admissions process can be foregone.
Serdjenian believes there are
three basic and equally utilized
reasons why students transfer
out of Colby. First is size and
location. Some students miss the
city atmosphere. He believes
another third of the transferring
students are looking for a more
diverse student body. Others
leave for financial reasons.
. Dean of Admissions Parker
J. Beverage said ,, "it works both
ways. Some students here discover disadvantages to a small
college community. And, in the
same way, I imagine some student s di scovered di sadvantages
to attending a large institution
such as the University of Massachusetts and look for a smaller
college."
'*We like to think we're doing
things here that make the students want to stay," Coleman
said.Q

time, said Jane Solomon 91.
"I'm aware that advising is a
concern. People want continuity—
consistent guidance," said Associate Dean of Students Mark
Serdjenian.
But, "it is virtually impossible to
keep a student with one adviser,"
according to Registrar George Coleman.
The culprit is the turnover of
faculty as they leave for sabbatical,
participate in programs abroad, or
retire.
"The turnover of faculty is positive. It is the sign of an active faculty. It's not healthy for the advising system, but it's healthy for the
college," said Sweney.
Under the current system, first
year students are assigned an advisor by Serdjenian. When students
declare a major, their advisor is
assigned within that department.
Each department controls the system for assigning advisors,and most
departments divide advisees by
class year and position of last name
in the alphabet, according to Coleman.
For first year students, advisers
are solicited by the Dean of Faculty's office. Serdjenian places incomingstudentsby looking through
each individual's file and trying to
match them to an adviser with
similar areas of interest. Faculty
requests for an advisee who is enrolled in their class, on their COOT
trip, or in the building for which
they area faculty residentorassociate are honored as much as possible.
According to the Handbook for
Advisers of First Year Students,
"Advising is an essential part of the
educational opportunities offered
at Colby...usually this means having an adviser who is knowledgeable, concerned, organized, conscientious and available."
But for some students, the advising they receive does not meet
those goals.
One first year student, speak ing
of her adviser,a Geology professor,
said, "I went in to talk to him about
deciding between French and Spanish and all he talked about was plate
tectonics."
Thefacultyhandbookstates that
the precepts should be used to
provide adviserswith "a framework
for discussions with students about
their Colby programs."While most
students that the Echo spoke with
had read the precepts, which are
printed in the Student Handbook,
none could recall discussing them
with their advisers.
"The vision is tofc get the best
advising for each st udent in order
to have a productive and good
experience at college," said Associate Dean of Faculty Margr it
Lichterfeld.Q

The Sequels Father John II
By Hal Paul
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Compiled By

Kelly Evans and NEWS STAFF

In just a few weeks Father John
Marquis has come to believe that
"Colby recognizes the need for a
spiritual element in one's growth,"
As the new Catholic chaplain. Father John is here to aid in that proc-

March On!

ess.

The former chaplain at Colby,
FatherJohn Skehan, left to become
the chaplain at Maine Medical
Center.
The most pressing problems
facing college students today, says
the new Father John,are loneliness
and family disintegration. "At
Colby it may appear as though
everyone is set, content. However,
everyone has common needs,
drives, passions, pains. Some kids
have many friends but are actually
very lonely people," he says.
In addition to counseling students,FatherJohn hopesto develop
mature consciences among them
and integrate religious values with
academic knowledge and personal
growth. Volunteerprojects,retreats,
peer ministry, and Bible study are
the means by which Fr. John sees
his goals being achieved.
Although planning to spend
much of his time at the college,
community involvement is some-

NEWS BRIEFS

photo by Matt Ovios
Colby's new Roman Catholic Chaplain, Father J ohn Marquis • '
thing Fr. John believes in strongly. ing up the mountain on his snow"Issues of peace and economic jus- mobile,yet another hobby.
tice are something we m-ust be cogFather John has spent the last
nizant of. If you take two steps three years in Brunswick, Maine as
away from our campus, you will the pastor to a parish of more than
seepeople sleepingunder bridges." 2,000 families. While working at a
The Newman Cpundl, a student ^ pa_ishduringthelatel970s,Fr.John
run group which Fr. John super- had the chance to interact with
vises,helps run a soup kitchen once Bowdoin students and thought that
every month. "The world is much some day he would like to work
larger than Colby College. Life can with young adults full time.
be insular at times," he says.
After attending a small high
A native of Maine, Father John school, where -he regarded the
has interests ranging from hiking to priests as "value-oriented role
bird hunting,but his greatest pleas- models," Fr. John entered the
ure lies in photography. While seminary and earned a degree in
skiing down the slopes this winter, Soviet History from Assumption
don't be surprised topass him cruis- College.Q

Esca ping Hu go s Wrath
island of St. Croix, spent 10 hours
huddled in a shelter. The students,
Vicky Baldwin,
Rick Caron, and
Jeff Fort are backonMayflower Hill
While Hurricane Hugo raged this week after their program was
about them, three Colby students, cancelled for the remainder of this
studying Marine Biology on the semester because of extensive
By Tracey Hardmaft
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Off The Hill
By Merideth Hart
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

WILLIAMS COLLEGE

Seven students were arrested last week at the Williams Faculty
Alumni Club; six for th^ po$session of marijuana and one for the
possession of stolen property and 'wanton destruction of property.
This was the fourth time in recent months that the Club has been
'
broken into.
The Pro-ChoiceOrganisation on campus id promoting a boycott of
Domino'spizpa. The owner of the nationwide franchise gave a $50,000
contribution to fight a N.O.W. referendum in Massachusetts and has
also given funds to Operation Rescue, an extremist Right-to-Life
•
group.

MIDDLE BURY COLLEGE

:

John Zaccaro ('86),sonof Geraldine Perraio'.,wasan.. sted,charged,
and sentenced for $elling cocaine during the time of Mi*mother's
campaign. Zaccaro served four months in a house arrest progr&n»,but
i$ now appealing the conviction, due to his current desire to attend law
school.

UMAINE at ORON O

The predominantly black fraternity, Kappa Alpha Si, Is losing
membership. The fraternity usedto -have . lx members,but now prtly
has three $ih«.e half of lt$ group traitsfcrwd to Boston University,
David Crosby,of Crmby* Stf lf a Ww* <wAVauttg fan.e wj l) b«conducting; a lecntfcOctober 3rd about the evlld of dttig um&

AMHERST COLLEGE

• A campus grass iwt$ campaig n organized a protec t law wioek to
increase student mwttito of incident of njpo and !sexual hwassjnent, Over W peopleatt ended the 1mproni.pt h even... .

damage from the storm.
Fort described sitting under a
main-ess* in about two inches of
water, while winds raged outside,
lifting up the roof of the shelter.
"Iwas terrified/ he said. "Iknew
loss of life was possible." The students were in the shelter from 6
p.m., Mondiay, August 17, until 8
a.m. the next morning, according to
Fort.
Ninety percent of the buildings
on the island were detroyed by
winds up to 160 mph. But, "one
hundred percent of the buildings
have some damage, ninety five
percent havestructural damage and
will have to be rebuilt, and sixty
five of the homes are gone," he said.
The St. Croix students began
classes at Colby this week. They
earned four credits for the month
they studied on the island, and will
each be taking a reduced load here,
att empt ing'to catch up on the
three weeks of classes they have
missed on campus. "That shouldn't
be too much of a problem," said
Baldwin.
In addition to this semester, the
St. Croix program will probably be
cancelledfor neat semester,according to Professor Russ Cole.
"It's impossible to continue the
program given the state of the lab
now,"he said, noting that electricity will likely not be restored on the
island until December or January. .
"At this point it's touch an d
go," said Fort, adding that they are
not even sure if they havethe money
to rebuild the lab and restart the
program.
Baldwin said she was very disappointedto havetoreturn toColby
because "it [St Croix] was such a
great program, It was really beneficial to everyono."Q

At least three students from the Class of '88 were informed "just a
few days before graduation"that
they would.be unable to graduate, or walk the stage with their
class,according to Colby Professor Roger Bowen.Thesestudents
fell short of graduation requirementsfor varying reasons,sometimes because of experience
abroad, or failing a class during
second semester of their senior
year.
Bowen would like to see
Colby give these students an opportunity to march with their
clasmates,but receive a blank diploma in place of their degree. Institutions such as Harvard and Stanford have already adopted this
policy. Bowen defined the policy's goal as preserving "intangibles,
like humanity".
Graduaton is a "ritual of importance" said Boweri and involves
much planning for students and families. He said that he had been
involved in meetings "where a student's commencement fate was
decided as late as the morning of Graduation.

Town Toughens With Thomas

Thomas College of Waterville,ME is under a securitycrackdown
by the Waterville PoliceDepartment. Over the past four "yjeek ends,
policehave received complaints about rowdy parties frorivtheneirby
residents of Crestwood Park Apartments.
These complaintshave had a varied response. Officers sometimes
simply drive through thecampus. At other times,theyhavemustered
a cavalry of up to 20 cruisers.
The Thomas College partying is a potential problem and will be
suppressed toavoid future problems,accordingtoPoliceChief David
"' ' ¦, ' ¦
Veneziano.
"We're not going to put up with it. We've given Thomas College
all the opportunity in the world to control it. We're going to start
hauling bodies,"he said in Tuesday's Central MaineMorning Sentinel.
. Opinions vary concerning the seriousness of the misconduct.
"Maybe these people were hostile. I don't know. I don't think so.",
said a Waterville Police Department source:

Gianc arlo in Given

It's not very often that an actor in what New York Times critic
Vincent Canby calls "one terrific movie"comes to Colby. But tonight
Giancarlo Esposito,one of the main characters in Spike Lee's new film
"Do the flight Thing," will speak at 7 p.m. in Given Auditorium
about the social and political implications of racism an his latest
movie.
The film examines a Brooklyn neighborhood whose inhabitants
are facing the current issues of racism. 'The film... is the chronicle of
a bitter racial confrontation that leaves one man dead and a neighborhood destroyed," Canby said.
»,
Esposito won an OBIE and a Theatre World Award for his per;
fomance in "Zooman and the Sign," as well as acting in "The Cotton
Club", "Taps", "Running", 'Trading Places", and "The Wiz." He
claims that he is "still under construction."

Trinit y Won The Game
But The Mules Beat The Odds

The SPAis sponsoring a contest for students to guess the correct
score of Colby football games throughout the season.The reward is
a!2inch cheesepizzaand two 16oz.sod.is. This weekend, no student
correctly predicted Colby's.30-0 loss to Trinity.'

And Justice For All

The Maine PeaceCampaign and the Maine Coalition for Peaceand
Justice in Central America will be holding a fund raising march called
Pcacewalkthls Sunday, October 1st. Walks will take place in 15cities
across Maine including Waterville. The total walk will be 10kilometers long, bu t a Colby contingent will join as the march passes Colby
after six km. The money raised by Colby walkers will be donated to
AGEUS: the student organization of El Salvador. Tho money will be
used to rebuild the Salvador National University,destroyed by government troops In the early 80s.Walkers will gather on the library
stops Sunday at 2 p.m. Anyone who would like to walk,pledge,or just
learn more about tho walk and its purpose should contact Economics
professor, Mike Martin, at extension 3137.Q

Athletic Department On Hazing Patrol
By Janet Boudreau
MAKAGBSTG^DITOR

hazing as a part of any ritualistic
involvement" on sports teams at
Colby, Whitmore said. "It's not
something that's meant to be a big,
big deal. Its just an effort to release
pressures on peoplebeing forced to

Following reports of possible
sorority activity, Colby's Varsity
Field Hockey players wereasked to
sign an anti-hazing/anti-sorority
agreement early this week or face
removal from the team's roster.
Signing such an agreement will
eventually be required of every
sports team on campus,both male do anything."
"We're going to treat both the
and female including club sports,
according to Athletic Director Rich- men'sand women'steams equally,"
he added.
ard Whitmore.
"The Echo was not the first inck"The main effort is to eliminate

lingthat somethingscrewywasgoing
on," said Dean of the College Earl
Smith. "While itmight notbe a Greek
letter society, clearlythere has been
some hazing."
Field Hockey player Andrea So-

lomita said that reports of a sorority
forming among the field and ice
hockey teams "isn't true at all."
"I can say honestly that in my
two yearson the hockey team I have

never come across anything that
could be construed as sorority actvities,said Kay Cowpertlhwait,tricaptain of the women's ice hockey
team.
"It annoys me that I have to defend the fact that I spend time with
my team and that we have fun together. I don't think it'sanything
beyond team unity," she said.
By signing the agreement, the
women athletes promised to refrain from participatinginany type
of Greek life or hazing activities,
according Solomita and Cowperthwait. Solomita said that her
coach "really impressed upon us
the whole issue of hazing" and
adamantly prohibits it.

No deadline has been set to
ensure all players have signed the
agreement,according to Whitmore.
"It's between the players and the
coaches," he said, adding that, "I
guess we're all gonna end up doing
it (requiring signatures of all athletes).Fortunatelyor unfortunately
that will have to happen."
Field Hockey Coach Deb Pluck
could not be reached for comment.
The agreement is similar to the
one signed by members of the unauthorized fraternities Zeta Psi and
Delta Upsilon December 9 and 16,
1989, respectively, which officially
dissolved the underground Greek
organizations on campus, according to SmithO

Student Survey Supports Campus Social Fee

Response sheds light on what Colby students really do in their free time
By Lori Wright
FEATURESEDITOR

and Krista Stein

CONTRIBUTBNG WRITER

Last week the Echo distributed
500 surveys regarding Colby's social life: what students do, when
they do it, what they like and what
they don't. We also asked whether
or not the social fee should be implemented. The survey was not a

statistical analysis and should
only be viewed as a sampling of
student opinion. Still, the responses may provide helpful insight into the best and worst of
the social scene,and implications on what can
be done to improve it.
An overwhelming 3
to 1 majority favored a
social fee for reasons
ranging fro m the
cheaper cost to the alleviation of last minute
hasslesin signing up for
parties. Also, the social
fee allows "you to just
stop in at a party instead
of f eeling some commitment since you paid
three dollars," said one
senior.
Only 9 percent felt
that Colby's social life had "good
variety, and many cited "monotony"and "repetition" as the worst
aspects surrounding social activities.
Competing viewpoints on the
campus' alcohol policy were represented in the surveys. Many contend that too much emphasis is

' cho &rchivzs
E
Sunda y Is Funda y
By Beth Ackroyd
STAFF WRITER
"Don't Study Sunday" rea d
the headlines of the Echo in 1924.
Keeping in mind the atmosphere
of Miller Library on any given
Sunday afternoon—the steady
rustle of books, screeching high
lighters, and stuffy air—most of
us would not, take such an idea
seriously. After all, that's what
Colby students do on Sunday they study,
"Therois no need foranyman
to study onSundayif he feels that
it is not right/' sta ted President
Roberts in nis weekly Saturday
morning chapel address, Evidently he did not endorse studying, or what the Echo called "tho
preparing of lessons'"on Sunday,
because it was a Sabbath day in a
religious sense. Friday and Saturday were work days,fillcd with
classes, homework, and maybe a
Football game or a Greek social

event.

Furthermore, heinstructedstudents who did not have enough
time to prepare for Monday classes
without studying on Sunday, to
simply inform the professor of that
fact. This would be "a sufficient
excuse," because professors
should not expect as much from
students on Monday morning,
according to Roberts.
Th epresid ent apparen tly gave
sensational weekly addresses on
various subjects through which
students could "not only receive
timely advice,but a beneficial and
highly Interesting talk." Inl989 it
is hard to tell whether a Sat
morning chapel service would be
worth thoord cr "Don 't Study Sunday."It seems that Friday and Saturday will continue to be play days,
while Sunday will remain sacred dedicated to the religion of higher
cducation.Q

placed on alcohol, while still others
see the "wet campus" and "liberal
drinking policy" as beneficial to the
social scene.
The degree of f un and the quality
of entertainment wererated as "fair"
by the majority, although many surveys highlighted bands and concerts
as the best part of social life.
During the week approximately
78% of Colby students crack the
books, while, at the same time, over
half go to parties,and movies Monday through Thursday. According
to the survey, about 75% never go to

the coffeehouse.
These are some comments
from the survey:
"There is plenty to do if you
have the motivation."
"...if vou don't rav the fee
you can t go to any
campus parties. I
detest 'all or nothing' choices."
"The beer is all
Busch...there 's
plenty of it."
'Too much emphasis on alcohol"
"...women are regarded as commodities.
Senior women are "old";
first year students are
"fresh meat".
"Already it seems as
though all of Colby's social events are planned
¦
around kegs."
"Sometimes events are
too crowd-ed and it makes it unpleasant."
"There is usually something to do."
"A social fee would facilitate moving back and forth between parties."

The administration is mterfenng
with everything, especially beerdie."
"Stu-A parties are cool for a while
but you get sick of them."
"Dedicated people like Scott
Osborn, Dyanne Kaufman, and

other Stu-A and commons leaders
who work hard trying to please
everyone...never get any thanks or
respect."
"Generally, there's always something going on."Q

Unre st At Home
Brin gs Student To Colby
By Mark Radcliffe
STAFF WHITER

When domestic turbulence and
Indian military intervention indefinitely closed all the universities in
his native country of Sri Lanka, Dilan Siritunga decided to seek an
education elsewhere. So,a fter spending two years at a university there,
Siritunga finds himself a first year
student at Colby.
Although Siritunaga comes from
the "cosmopolitan " capital of
Colombo, he has been faced with
some dramatic cultural change.
Because most of the fighting in Sri
Lanka consists of guerilla tactics, a
10 pm to 4 am curfew has been implemented.
"Anyone seen out during these
hours is shot on sight," he said.
And the differences don't stop
there.
"The girls hero are much more
mature. Cultural expectations are
nvuch more liberal in the U.S. than in
Sri Lanka with respect to women.

The girls here are given more freedom and responsibility and it
shows," Siritunga said.
"People here like to get d runk.
I think it is a general reaction to the
strict drinking regulations in the
U.S.. In Sri Lanka there is a much
more relaxed policy and people
have no need to rebel," he said.
But, the differences have not
stopped Siritunga from involving
himself in extra-curricular activities. He is the general secretary of
the International C lub and works
as an aid to Dean of Housing Paul
Johnston. Siritunga also plans to
join the squash team this winter, a
boost to the White Mules as he was
ranked sixth in Sri Lanka ,
Although Sinhalese is his nation's primary language,Siritunga
spoke English at home with his
family, and has a confident command of the language. A biology
major with a stronginterest in econom ics,healsoconsiders Buddhist
philosophy to be a central part of
his education:
Colby is the only part of the

Dilan S irit unga, '93
U.S. Siritunga has seen, aside from
30 minutes in Logan Airport, and
he plans "to explore everything the
first chance I get."
Still, while Siritunga wants to
return to his family in Sri Lanka
when the turmoil ceases, Colby is
okay.
"Colby is a fun place," he said.
"I'm havinga great time. Everyone
is very friendly and I get along tremendously with them." ?

Business Week Calls
Collesfes' Bluff
By Joy Marean
STAFF WRITER
As the federal investigation of
the Financial Aid Overlap Group
continues, more national publications are taking the opportunity to
run stories about this investigation
facing some23colleges and universities.
Business Week offered yet another point of view concerning the
possible price-fixing of tuitions,
faculty salaries, and financial aid
packages by certain elite private
colleges.When it featured an article
written by Gary S. Becker, an economics professor at the University
of Chicago in its September 25th
publication.
Historically, the antitrust division of the U.S. Justice Department
only investigated profit-making
companies in checking for violationsof theShermanAnti-Trust Act,
but now the division is also looking
into the activities of nonprofit organizations.
'Thegovernment is heading in
the right direction," said Becker,
"for there is no good reason why
nonprofit organizations such as
universities and hospitals, or professionals such as doctors and lawyers, should continue their traditional exemption from antitrust
laws." "These groups, as well as
profit-making companies, are
tempted to raise revenues and cut
costs through agreements to limit
competition," he said.
Becker discredits all the arguments the Overlap Group gives to
justify its actions. In response to the
Overlap Group's claim that it prevents bidding wars for the top students, that it gives its prospective
students and their families a choice
to choose a school on the basis of
quality of service alone, and that its

Colby Committed To The Family

New policy will help f amilies throu gh difficult times

limited scholarships tor tne best
students help make funds available
to the needy, Becker rebuked by
stating that 1) competitive bidding
by schools helps ensure that students are not shortchanged and do
not have to pay more for a college
education than is warranted,2) there
is no good reason why students
should choose schools on academic
quality alone, without regard to
scholarships and tuition,if theycan
attend a cheaper school that still
offers a high quality of education:
(suchas attendinga subsidized state
school instead of a more expensive
private university),and 3) it doesn't
seem fair to force students who are
in greatest demand to bear the:
burden of financing the aid to other
applicants; these funds should come
from general tuition revenue contributed by all students, government loans and grants, and donations, not from a conspiracy to prevent competition for the ablest students.
Becker also compared the efforts
by prestigious colleges and universities to rig tuition, scholarships,
and faculty salaries to the National
Collegiate Athletics Association's
restrictions on aid to student athletes and the severe punishments
meted out to offending schools.
Becker said that the investigation of the Overlap Group could
easily lead to the investigation of
the NCAA for its systematic and
successful efforts to reduce competition for student athletesby almost
800 member schools.
In conclusion, Becker reiterated
his belief that there are no good
reasons why nonprofit organizations, such as universities and colleges, should not be subject to the
antitrust laws.Colbymaintainsthat
the current system works to the
benefit of students by preventing a
bidding war.Q

By Tracey Hardman
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
A new Family Leave Policy,
offering faculty members the option of reduced teaching loads without pay cuts in cases of childbirth,
adoption, aged parents,, sick children,and other extenuating f amily
circumstances, was passed unanimously at the September 20 faculty
meeting, according to Dean of Faculty Robert MacArthur.
The policy is headed for the
Board of Trustees' October 7 meeting, where it will become official
college policy if approved.
Tm thrilled about the new policy," said Economics Professor Patrice Franko-Jones."It doesn't force
us to compartmentalize our family
lives and our professional lives,
which will enhance what we can
bringtotheworlcenvironment.This
is a commitment to the family that
will also help the college."
The new option allows professors, with proper organization, to
clear an entire semester without a
pay reduction. By combining the
maternity leave reduction of one
course and the new parental reduction of one course, women may
reduce their normal fivecourseload
by two courses. Men may use the
new parental option to reducetheir
five course load by one course.
The policy also offers professors
"a leave without pay from one
semester to two years... for family
purposes." While this option was
always available to Colby professors, it wasnever officially recorded
and many professors did not know
it existed, according to MacArthur.
"The old policy was inade-

Colby Misplaces 200 Acres
By Peter Carlt on

Correction

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Echo failed last week to contact any memberof the teams mentioned in the 9/21 News Brief "Sorority Seeking Sisters/'
Also, in the 9/21 "Student Brawlers Draw Blood" story abou t a
campus fight it was it.advertently omitted that ail effom to contact
Mike £lynn wereunsuccessful.Continued efforts this week were also
Ufl. u<:ce$.ul. ,
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While Colby has boasted about
its 900 acre Mayflower Hill campus
for years in admissions brochures
and other assorted propoganda, it
now seems that the college has
boasted about 320 acres too much.
The immediateColby campusactu-
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quate," he
said. "Part
of the goal
of the new
policy was
to centralize
all information."
History
Professor
JaneHunter
said the old
policy had
' "no consist e n t
thought on
how to incorporate
birth
or
adoption
within the
course of
the semes- Economics Professor Patrice-Fra hkc-J ones
photoby Sam Salm
ter; ifc'had a
vaguelyworded medicalpolicy that many times a colleague is asked to
didn't specifically address child- take over in his or her absence without compensation. "I feel sorry for
birth."
"Basically, we didn't have any- that person," Hancock Boyd said.
"The most a colleague would be
thing," she said. In a society such as
ours,"there is a danger that women asked to substitute is three weeks,"
feel that having a baby is unprofes- Hunter said . "I feel that some insional" and, consequently, with a stances would requirehiring somevague policy "women might feel one else" or giving the replacing
faculty members recompense in
vulnerable asking for anything."
Hunter said the new policy, some way.
which explicitly defines all options
T know no cases of resentment;
is "a really great one."She said that most peopleare pretty understandit combined.the two important ing," MacArthur said. T suppose
premisesofageneralprivilegebeing people would complainif it became
offered to all faculty members: a burdensome."He said he considers
gender neutral policy, and a medi- objection a minor problem.
cal leave which recognizes the speColby is "significantly in adcial health needs of women after vance of most colleges." McArthur
childbirth,
said. "Most colleges to date have
Administrative Science/Math not yet devised a comprehensive
Professor Amy Hancock Boyd said policy." He said that this change is
that one imperfection in the policy "part of our overall commitment to
is that when one professor leaves, support the family."?

ally includes about 570 acres donated to the college by Waterville
earlier this century.
"That number [900 acres] is just
something that we'vehanded down
f r om y ear to year ," said Nancy
Morrione in the admissions office;
Although the land was resurveye d three years ag o by ' Stan
Palmer of Physical Plant and the
accuracy 900 acre figure was questioned in the Echo last January, the
adm iss ions of fice wasn 't told of the
overestimate until this summer.
Despite the lag time, "whatever
we pr in t fr om now on " will have
the facts straight, according Morrione.
Bu t 570 acres ,it seems ,isn't quite
right either. Yes,the Mayflower Hill
property isaboutthat size,butColby
owns an additi onal 130 acres off the
hill.
But where exactly are these 700
acres? The typical student probably
only sees the 220 acres on wh ich
bailings,grounds,parkinglots,and
playing fields are located . The
remaining 350 acres on Maylower
Hil l inclu des the ar boretum , the
largewooded areaacross Maylower
Hill Drive from the campus' buildings.
Off the immediate campus
Colbyowns sixacresof scenicproperty on the shores of Great Pond in
the Bclgrades, which is use d by

faculty members and Special Programs in the summer. The students' Outing Club cabin is situated in Snug Harbor camps on the
other side of Great Pond. This two
acre plot is open to all Colby students and provides good access to
Great Pond for sailing and swimming.
^,
Tw o areas of un known s ize
wh ich mig ht account for the miscalculation of Colby'slandholdings,
are The "Marston Bog," a love ly
swamp outside of Augusta that the
biology and geology departments
use for field research,an d a wo ode d
property in Vassalboro.
Un ti l 1979 s t udent s were not
forced to make the haul to Sugarloa f Ski Area , as Colby owned its
own 7S acre ski area just Northeast
of th e campus ,straddling 1-95; Two
years ago , "No Trespassing" signs
were placed along the limits of the
property so as to minimize the
damage and disturbances being
caused by people - primarily four
wheel drive vehicles.
Theoretically, Colby students
are still allowed on it, provide they
show respect for the land and the
neighboringlandowners,accord ing
to Administrative Vice-President
Stan Nicholson.
But, remember, Col by 's former
downtown campus was only 16
acres in sized
<

Hill House First On The Hill
By Matt Testa
contribtjting writer

Nestled quietly behind the tennis courts is Colby's oldest structure on campus, the rustic Hill
Family Guest House. Until 1976 it
served as the home for the superintendent of Buildingsand Grounds
and his family. But since its remodeling and induction as the
official Guest House in 1987, the

colonial style farmhouse has accommodated guest speakers,trustees, overseers and virtually any
Colby visitor who could reserve a
space there.
Originally built around 1850by
the Josiah Morell family, which
bought and cleared the Mayflower
Hill property in 1794, the Morell
house was found standing behind
the current location of the President's House, when Colhy moved

determined- that the building
could be preserved, it was
moved to its present site.
The Hill Family House did
not actually acquire its name
until 1977 when former Colby
President Robert E.L. Strider
deemed it such in honor of the
reputable Hill family.
The Hills are a Waterville
family whose involvement with
Colby began with Dr. James

Hill alum. The Hill family has
produced prominent names such
asformerWatervilleMayorNancy

Frederick Hill, graduate of the
Class of 1862, and went on to include three more generations of

Hill,and Dr. FrederickThayerHill
'10, a founder of Thayer Hospital
and a world renowned otolaryngologist.
The house contains four separate bedrooms and a living room,
which, like the rest of the house,
could best be described as homey.
It features a fireplace, loveseat,
coffee table complete with a Colby
ashtray, several reading chairs, a
dining table, and a kitchenette.
The kitchenette, with its microwave, toaster, sink, refrigerator
and coffeemaker is kept fully
stocked, and sports a noticeably
wide assortment of Pepp-eridge
Farm cookies.
The furnishings are all of a
colonial style but are not antique.
The Buildings and Grounds personnel were responsible for remodeling the house and for giving it the modern plush ambiance
it now has, according to Stu-A
Director John Farkas.
Its updated style still echoesits
history with woodenbedposts and
television closets,.and - original
Winslow Homer wood-engravings hanging throughout the
rooms. A bronze plaque affixed to
the stairwell wall of the Hill Family House recognizesthe Hill alum.
Vacancies are infrequent at the
Hill House, but reservations can
be attempted through the Office
of the President. Parents are welcome, and the nightly cost is approximately $50.Q

Sexism Tak en To Task At Colby
By Meredith Hart
STAFF WRITER

The Task Force on the Status
of Women and Issues of Gender
is an advisory board created to
examine the changing roles of
men and women in the Colby
community,according-to faculty
co-chair Patrice Franko-Jones.
Established after last spring's
March Against Sexism,the Task
Force will address concerns
expressed to President Cotter by
the Womens' Group.,
As a task force, the group
focuses on a myriad of issues.
Including employee pay benefits,healthcare,the environment
in both the classroom and the
athletic field, date rape, problems of homophobia, and the
needs of particular associations,
such as foreign students and gay
and lesbian groups.
In October, open session
hearings are planned so that all
members can have a forum to air
concerns and give creative input. The group hopes to organize sessions for private issues to
maintain and protect confidentiality.

From these sessions, a report
will be written on both historical
and current topics. Franko-Jones
hopes that the collection of information willdetermine whether the
Task Force wiDbe a standing committee to monitor gender relations
on an on-going, basis.
Faculty co-chairs for the Task
Forceare Franko-Jones and Calvin
Mackenzie, and the student cochairs are Cheryl Gariepy ('91) and
Tom Sherry ('90).
Franko-Jonesexpressed that the

By Anne Sullivan

At approximately i a.m.
Sunday a car accident was reported
behind Averill residence hall. Mark
Drouin, 22 ,a Massachusetts resident and the driver of a red and
white Chevrolet Silverado backed
into the left front bumper of a blue
Ford Escort owned by Colby
student,Rced Bernhard .
The tnick was about to pull
away when Security Guard Ron
Cutter pulled him over. Cutter
had followed Drouin since his
arrival on campus just minutes
earlier. "He took a right into the
parking lot at Hillsides,it wasclear
h e was hav i ng problems" said
Cutter.

negative/ To do a study,produce
a report,and generate enthusiasm
among constituents, Mackenzie
said the committee "must push to
broaden its focus."
As one of the original five students who organized last year's
March Against Sexism, Cheryl
Gariepy hopes that a continuing
committee willarise. Gariepy says
that "a lot of issues must be considered" and Colby "cannot get
rid of sexism in a semester/'Q

Statement to the Colby Community
The Task Force on the Status of Women and Is sues of Gender invites communications from all
members of the Colby community. We would especially welcome suggestions for agenda items, expressions of concerns,descriptions of relevantexperiences,and creative ideas on ways to improve the
, hving and . workingconditions of students, faculty;arid employees.
Please call or send mail to one cf the Task Force co-chairs listed below.
Cheryl Gariepy '91 (Box 724;Ext. 3031)
Patrice Franko-JonesCEconomics Department; Ext. 3347)
Cal Mackenzie (Government Department; Ext.3272)
Tom Sherry '90 (Box 1032; Ext. 3078)

Alcohol Involved
In Accident
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

aim of the committee was "not
just to have women, but also
malefaculty,staff, and students"
examinethe issue. As women's
roles have changed, it is necessarytosee "bowmen'sroles have
been affected ," Franko-Jones
said. "It has to be broad-based to
work;to stimulate the raising of
consciousness."
Mackenzie also perceives the
grand scale of concerns, but asserts the group can be "comprehensive, , and not necessarily

• Colby security was momentarily on the sight and the Waterville
Police Department was soon to
follow. The driver, not a student
of Colby, claimed that he
couldn't see the car behind his
truck.
Police couldn't find any
alcohol in the truck hut after
failing the drunk driving tost , he
was cuffed and put in the car.
Drouin was foun d t o have a h igh
alcohol cont ent an d has been
charged with OUI. He has been
summoned to appear in court at
the Kennebec Courthouse in
Augusta.
The truck was towed at
2:15 a.njand Reed Bernhard , the
owner of the damaged vehicle,
was notified D

NOTICE
Monday night at 8:30 in the Coffee Hou se

there will be a Pequod organizational meet *
ing4
Prof essors and students will be reading
poetry and f iction,
Tltls in a public service,announce meat

.

We 're Fixing . Again!!

If you don 9t mind a little dust and dirt, come down
and save some money.
All Cotton Turtle Neck Jerseys Reg, $10.95

Now $7.99

B.D., Baggies.
Reg, $38.00

All Cotton Shirts

NOW $29.95

Button Down Solids
In our Ladies Department
and our Shoe Department

' L&vine ' s

20% Oil
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Downtown Waterv ille
How ard '40
Ludy '21 Pacy '27

"Where Colby Is The Word "

ARTS/E NTERTAINME NT
Of Elvis, Jimm y Durante And Other Heroes
By Andrea Krasker

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
rf-k_mmd Me to Murder You
^
w i^Z^ter i' sacoll&AiQnoishort
i\ stories by James Boylan,
-"¦¦-"' \ ^Colby's visiting assistant professor of creative writing in the English Department. Boylan, who came to Colby
last year from Johns Hopkins University, is now living in Fairfield
Center and teaches English 218, the
introduction to fiction writing.

Colby has a very strong creative writing program for a small
undergraduate college but in some
ways the program is a victim of it's
own success as it is not able to serve
all of the students who would like
and deserve a chance to study creative writing," said Boylan.
The collection of short stories is
Boylan's first book. It is a collage of
different types of stories which serve
as an introduction to what Boylan
does.
Remind Me to Murder You Later
has done well for a first collection of

short stories and is about to go into
its second printing. Boylan is
pleased with the book but believes
that he can do better. For Boylan,
the book he is always interested in
is his next one.
Many of Boylan's stories draw
from his personal experience. He
said that he is not any one of the
characters, bu t th at "all writers use
their own lives" as background for
stories.
"Pickett's Charge," one of
Boylan's favorite stories,came from
his experience of taking a class to

visit the scene of the battle where
Pickett's charge took place at Gettysburg. The story switches back
and forth in time from the skirmish
to the school kids' picnic. In writing
the story, Boylan wanted to find a
students' act of courage that was
equivalent to the soldiers' in the
battle. "Pickett'sCharge"compares
the courage of the soldiers to the
courage of a girl who defies her
classmates and befriends a kid who
everyone thinks is weird.
Another story, 'Thirty-six miracles of Lyndon Johnson," is a con-

fusion of the assassinations of John
F. Kennedy and John Lennon.
Boylan said that these two events
were book ends for people of his
generation. John F. Kennedy was a
father figure whileJohn Lennon was
a great hero. The story is about the
search for lost father figures. Boylan
had lost his own father at the time
that the story was written, so the
story is also one of mourning.
Despite its deathly title, Remind
Me to Murder You Later does not
solely focu s on death, nor does it
continued on page 13

A DaV s Escap e Four Times Over

Op tions For Your October Break
By Cinda H. Jones
A&EEDITOR
Three Waterville travel agents
have posed polar possibilities for
your four-day weekend:

Maine Options

Jan Phair at Travel Partners says
that the best options for an October
vacation are to be found in Maine.
"With the foliage as beautiful as it
is, people from all over come to
Maine this time of year."

Inns are a good, inexpensive
accomodation option, says Phair.
The Bethel Inn and Country Club is
the one which she most highly recommends. Less expensive alternatives are also available.
The Bethel Inn has an 18 hole
golf course, and offers sailing, tennis,swimming in heated indoor and
outdoor pools, fitness rooms, saunas, and various lounges. Vacation
packages run about $66 a day and
include meals, unlimited use of the
resort facilities and ni ghtly entertainment.

By Ci»d« H> Jones
AfeE EPITPR-

One Mis ff estivat

\TH<. .heater &$&&&&*&%{&$ te. OneActsSfcjtHvrt . on Thursday\
at 8:00 p.m>. "What did youssay 'what' for" will be directed by Tina !
Wmz&< I t eShwta" willitedirectedVy t eyHewtac&and m\
Hamilton will be directing "the Strangest Kind of ftornance * l*er*I
foirtnjtnces sre ftoin Thursday throughSaturday., and will begin at ;
$£&< ticketsana $3,with a student ID,ait*!reservationsmay/bo made
j
!at X338&

CoCBt/ (Mmiam *s LatestSfroztf
: The centuries-aid tradition, of
b»*'kd tm«Lklng wJUnsaonealive In an
wtfvibit, "Maine BasJtetryt Past to
Pteseafc w at the Colby College Museum of Art Museum hours aro
Monday through Saturday from
10^)0 a.m> until noon, an d from
1:Q0 until 4;D0 p.m.*md on Sunday
from 2_00 until 4. 30, Admissionis
free

Another trip which Phair rec- back, all meals, the u&
ommends is by train from Jackman, of their swimming pool
Maine to Montreal. It's an hour and health club, fun in
drive to Jackman, and the train thecasino,and more sun
The than you'll ever find in
leaves around midnight.
sleeper-car option is available, but northern Maine during
Phair says people are usually up on any time of year.
the observation deck partying all
Another Bahamas
night long because they're too ex- tour offered through
cited to sleep. Return trains leave Moody is by plane to
everyeveningato p.m. Accommo- Lucayan Beachon Grand
dations in the city area include fancy Bahama Island. $429
hotels, bed-and-breakfasts, youth buys you airfare, taxi
hostels, and camp-grounds. The service, hotel accomoround-trip train ticket will cost $60. dations, optional sightIf you would like more ideas seeing excursions and
for trips in Maine, or would like watersports activities,
someone to take care of reserva- as well as free admistions for you, call Jan Phair at 873- sion to various clubs.
6118.
If you feel like getting down,down south,
Patricia Moody would
Down South
be happy to make reserPatricia Moody at the Waterville
vations for you or give
Travel Service has another type of
you some more options.
destination in mind for our break.
hone number is 873-0692.
"If you're planning a vacation, it's Her p
just as inexpensive to go down
south," she said. Moody found City Bound
some island options for us, which
You can fly from Portland to
include cruises that cost less than a New "York City for $150 (roundweekend in Montreal, if you con- trip!), or from Waterville to Boston
sider hotel rates and food expenses. for $100 (round-trip!).
Carnival Cruises offers a threeAfter the Boston/NYC idea,
day cruise from Ft. Lauderdale to there is another which sounds more
Nassau in the Bahamas on a ship interesting.
called the Mardi Gras. The $395
Amtrak offers a regional fare
price-tag includes roundtrip airfare ticket which allows you to travel as
from Portland to Ft. Lauderdale and far no rth as Montreal, as far west as

Milwaukee, and as far south as
Miami, with the option of making
one stop along the way to your destination, for $159. This package
allows you to visit three places on
one ticket's fare.
For more information on tickets
to New York or Boston, or reservations "all aboard Amtrak",call Jennifer Brousseau at 873-0090, or stop
by to see her in the bockstoreJ-_

A Farewell l iver) Review
By Kristin Girvin

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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courtesyof VubliaAffair *

(Penthouse Seeks ^Writers

Submissions are being sought for Penthouse's "CamptK View"column,which will begin its second year of presenting essays written by
college students. Students interested in contributing are Invited to
pond their suggestions lo Penthouse ,. 1965 Broadway, NY, NY 10023..
Students will be paid £250 for pieces published.

Song < Compe tition

The Mmte City Song Festival is kicking off Jtf $ tenth annual comtition
with over $250,000 in prizes being offered, fc>.visio ns open fo*
pe
entry include. $ongs, voc&K lyric, and pooroe, l<*ve. $ rocJude profes*
tformattoi. write to MCSF,Box
dismal*amateur ancf rtov. cd< Por moroir

itmto, tfasiw'iic, m,a«H?, or can (6i$j «aw»_*?

.

Synthetic Refl ection, 1972

courtesy of Colby Art Museum

The Neil Welliver Maine Landscape
Exhibit, encompassing 63 paintings of the
state's wildernesslandscapes, closedTuesday, September 26, from the Colby Art
Museum. Welliver's works, painted in the
last 20 years, are moving to the Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts and will open
October 29.
The show is unique in that it includes
his smaller paintings from a private family collection , which are not usually shown.
Welliver painted these sm aller studies
(usually 24"x 24") in the field and used
them as the basis for his larger works
which ho paints in his studio. These are a
nice addition, giving the viewer a sense of
the working process of the artist and insight into Welliver's decisions regarding
scale and mark as ho edited and built upon
his field studies in creating th e fini shed
continued on pace 13

kx omf c)} T>o<W9im^p om'09 rroitfAC
;Thursday
Sept. 28

,actorinSpika
GiaxiCtif toE&ptimto
Lee's "Po the Rightthing" will
in Given
talk about racism
Auditorium at 5.00 pjna.
M0V&! Wvtth ty
Stf kA
mttktmsZt AlfredHitchcock.'*
£hn'0ers#rri ngC&rry-Qrm,Will
be^hown iittovejoyl QOat?;Q0
atvd. M S_ Admission is $2, $1
wish membership*
OwActs Pretmeri Seethree stu*dek. directed plays in Cellar
Theaterat &Q0 p4n.
?iknkt,£wVh$&vm[ p \zy $$hn"
mann,KavelandScriahinat 7.30
p.m, at the Walter Art Building
at Bowdoin College.
T&e Boston SymphonyOrchestra.
opens Us 109th season in Symphony Hall at 8.30 p.m. Seiji
Q^awa is conducting. Tickets;
{617) 266-1492.

Friday

Sept* 29

OneAmFesliwt
,8:00 p,m. Cellar Theater. Students directing*
Go,
W<tteratikf artnelS$Markat.
FrOjn.
XC .Q0 AM until &00 PM this
food andcrafts mart v. tfj l^hehat thsHead of theFallsnear the
twn--p0rmybridge, Pbr morO information,, call 873-3315,
$TU~A MOVIE, North by
Northwest.This technicolor (!)
Hitchcockclassicwill be show*
i_k g at 7i00 and 9.1S in Lovejoy
1G0.
A Vdf tUn d Waterfront Tm
with the Department of
Mari rt<. R-2. ource.' $tatf. n
DMR patrol vesselsis being;

offered dfctfihg <J«*4tsy.

ContactMarshall Murphy at

asw^n .

Saturday
Sept. 30

Dwe/lGfe aiialnightl Dotftmlss
these threfe studott. directed
plays! SmPM< t CellarTheater.
Stow** P«rty to to* held by off*
com pit*student . in. theStudent
Center.
W^mV/^^mw^Mflrfeit.t?rcm.
tO0t>AMto5Wmftt$eH$»d
of ft .*Ms .wa.t the two»w .f. y
bridge in M20villo,
Sim-A MCTO. this fe your
I^. fthAt. c^ tO ^tfcn.tHof. riefllc'k
Nf irtkByNctrthmst. Show limes
m7lOQmA 9ti&

Sunday
Oct 1

TH* WolfMck Wood* mm*
Park .a.Ete«ffir jb« ottwlny«&«.

ihor_:tm_ r''.n&i<ureiwaIk at &QC.

p+m. Call Fat Bmf«sy £$5- 44$5,
in
The M. ra A^rw» $mq 5s offering tanKby tank shark tours
Aom 12:6(. until400p.m . There
willbeadrawingfor an assistant
Shark feeder at 4:80 p.m. 865+4Bn.

CM> events

Mass Append, amovie presented by-theNewman Council
willbe shown on Thursday at
&0fl p,m.in the Coffeehouse,
Btf W sweeldy meeting will be
held at 130 in the SPA
Tte Colby ChristianFe tlnmhip
will meet at6_50 onFtiday in.
the ChapeL
AmnistyIntern ationalis holding
an organizational meeting;at
8.00 p-m. jn the PhilsOn Lotuige
of the Student Centeron
Monday- •
Colby's Sp eechCaunril is
meeting at 4;00 on Monday in
the StudentCenter'** Cub
Koom <
The DebateClub h holding their
Weekly meeting at 4:00 p.m_. in
the Student Centex ClubRoom,
a*4:00pan. On Wednesday.

ATrsmiQMcuts omc£&&
If you would litep urmeetings
and events listedin tbtemlf mdar,
t&ct Mdt»mSmall
ipte{t<&i$tt
X3Q5Z< or Pat }MmX5m+ The
deadline, h Monday noottforthe
gmeky
p ilvwm

fAwmes

and.they will meet,
Have a great time!!!Tickets-are
on sale:with your Hall President KA1LROAB SQUARECMEMA
and Vice-President - it you have $7M52S<
arty qttestioits, talk to them.
Tlie ^amgaton An Odyssey Across
Tim». Boys are forced to hide
Mary Um
underground Ln order to survive,
and find that they must depart on
The=Mary Low CommonsBub- a strange voyage*This 'liaurtting,
bly.Mfnch.will be this Sunday at afectrfc,visionary"film .splaying
10 AM for aU MLC residents*Re- at7#0 and 9;O0 as well asat W
member,pajamas areretjuired.thfe PM on Saturday and Sunday*
fea definite not-to-be-missedevent;
onrlbod ChairMeredithhassetup
BOYTSCIMEMA LISTING
cpaite a tasty menuli.
JFK DMm, m-lb'W
MLC"b Sunday^Sdmethingwill
follow our Brunch thfeSunday and ?are.nthao&>ftonHowe.rd'splayful
will-consistoi a BOWLtNCTR1K! look at the relationshipbetween
Anyone interested keep alert for children and th^r parents, Slated
more exciting details.
PG- Show times: lsSQ, 7i)0r 935.

MLC's Foss Halloween Party is Relentless.
}ud Nelson .slates*flick,
,
-?a
.h
.
.
MlC'sAll'
&twday,Oc'
Kated it Sht>w times-: 1.4D, 7:1D,
iNovember
10
Campus Partv i .'
950,
in'FoseDirun.gHalland MLCsScrew
YourKoommateisNovember 17 in. Unpie-Buck? Writer/directorJohn
the Student Center.
Hu^hsslotsJt>hn Candyasanunde
whose misadventures in babysitting are evidently the stuff of
Vm
py
movies, Rated PC Show times:
LovejoyCommons wtllbespon- ZOO, 7:40_ 955.
sowr^ the first anrmal New York
Nighf e - a dance dub atmosphere Wheall&rry Met Satty . BiliyChryswithdry ice,videos, and spectacu- ial and Meg Ryan help director
lar %hts~GrtSepfc,29intheHeights_ Xtafc Riner pose the tinwilessquestion; Is it possible for men and
Also, gdr psyched for Oktober- wo-men to c&rty on deep friendf e i.sThe
t Inspectors;, who have just ships without sexual thoughts,
releaseda new album, will be here! desires and actions. Hmmm...
Bated it Show times. 1;45. 7;2D.
9;^

: 9^gktiif e

Amp's .If yoa ^njoy a tit&ik atmospherewhereUve folk music
is flayed,, bee?*, are cheapr and
outdoor seating is optional, you
should giveAm_ gorsa fry, 9Dana

$t.,Portend. 7?i«0772.

Cominonstuff
]ohimnfCha plm
For theJohnsoi. /Chaplin common*ScrewYourRoommate>there
will be cocktail p&rtie$/jn yourindividualhallsbetorathe scmi-formal*
This will be from . 8*9 pm*, Friday
night. This i& how you will find
your date:
*if both tho mate and tho female
live in Johnson and /or Chaplin
«omm0t.$.the mate will go to tho
female's Kail cocktail party,
»ff of .ft .r tha mate or the teniate
livos out 01Johnson ftnd/pr Chaplin common. , the porson from out
of rho common*, will go to their
<$^te^ <.oel<t«U p»rty.
The theme of the party is "MY*
TIE", Tho w*y that the wale wit!

meat hi. dato .$ by flndirtg His tte.

ttcreara .vwexan.plQstohelp clarify howdatoj . will firtdtj ach othor to
the cocktail parties!
- John ^nd Mfcty wtU ^ ^ovt.g
together fcut don't know it yet.
Maty, to^mw^to will go toloh ..'$
room and: ftn* Qthktte*„ Miry
wi). wo. tij^
oh tf$ tio to hor'cock^il
pilrty> Thi» is how John -will find
Mary*
h |e. ( (jiotaxtp 0M with $uO. Jeff
gives Sue Partes tie pnd toll? Dun.to
m0ot ^tei;j .Su^shtt_i^thiii. «O(. kwJl
purty. Sttg will be wearing Dan ^s tic

t
^>.r$ f oj u i & dAttrac
tion. A
favoritedining and danceclubto
h&w Jth«b«._ t0f locaihand$ai\d to
eat the tastiest Tex*N_exiood. %\
Forest Avev Portland. 774-1441,
The Tret Cafe. Where you'll ftttd
the bi-^name band . performing
everything from reggae to rock,
ahd ttiota) tobh^egrasjyeveryday
of the week! 45 Danforth St.,
Portend. 3W44L
^(Jto42'_. Uy<s TKraoti * played
Wed nesday through Sunday
.

.

from $:0Q vxvta t ;00. . Call m-

1384 to find out mow. Whitten
^a^ Attiusta; ,

Musit

S&r of love. Al Pachino .stars as a
jnan whojn huntingdqwn a kj ller
realizes that he mayhaveencountered theend of his lifeatthe samfc
timeashe has found the loveof his
life', fsshethfetnutderer? KatedR.
Show rimes;;1530, 7:10.&40.
Bldfk Kain, Michael Pougla^ is a
cop who goes to |apan on a mis«bm whichcould cau$o this movie
to be renamed "lethal Weapon
W, M0d K Sfeowti mo$; 1:$D,
7i00,9:40.

tf lf iea ter

My EnirUAy.
TK<a hit musical about an ^n^l>$h
girl from the wrong side of the
tracks who gets te$30it$ from a
behavioral engineer. Travel Partmm i$ offoring transf-ortatioh to
and reserved cabaret seating a t
the North Shot© Mus. e Th eater in
Boviffr.yMa. for $^nperson, Call
87_~&tt$ for wservatio^^

Ethtf f tmf ack will b& in eontfort
on Tuesday October 3 at The
Mttete FfaH in Port?twuth/lVew
Ham pshlw. at 3. j ^Opm <*jto $fl»
62. «g400 for wore }ttfotw^iiortf

ff ftfei. tobeU.grperformed through
atober 15 at :tht. Cedric Thomas
Playhouse on 5awyor St^ln South

<5ibo. Win. to« will bo perform*
^ tt*nd*» City Hall Audi.ngatPo.
torium on Friday October 6 at

Our rowtt .splayingthrough October ^ tJtth *. Tl^fttorproj tsij ^State
School,, in Brunswick. Por tickets

$M> p.m, Ortn«800^8^080for
tickets

Th6 Vtattmmd Th& Camtm will

bo pe . ro. thing in concert from

Portland, Cj»11T&W-tfn for mon.
information* '

<m,7wm>

%"KhiBits .

(
thft m to th**$fo< i C»to i-^aoo* Anthmptf ogyMmum. Uttl
in v of ME,
Orono.
S
poclnlixim^
Control
a$2*-80$O'fip. ti) .k-_ t$ftnd mom infOrnrtotiOrt.

American material, thi s muwum

isopenon wee3cda_/&fK .m9iG0
unt il 4:00and ^Saturdaywd.
Sundaymill3:00, S8I-X901.
Wadnwrth-Jj mgfellQy) H<w«r.
Built in ITSEv this boyhood
home of pet Henry Wad*
sworth-Longfellowboasts late
Colonial architecture and decor, and is open Tuesday
through Saturday from lOiGO
untiH:0a 289-2301.
Maitm State Mumtm.Exhibits
nf Maine's^ natural, environmental and Social history, as
wella&its manufacturingheritage are shpwu. Open weekdays from $.00toS:Q$,and on
weokends«ntil 4:00- 289-230L
P' ortlandMuseumof Art. "An**
drew WyethinMaine"features
over61watercalors and drawings, many celebratethe 20Oth
anniversary of the institution
of lighthouse service,
ColbyMwimmofArt.Paintings
by Ned. Welliver- .Reviewed in
this section, Monday-Saturday mm-tim, i .oo-4.oo_
Sunday2.00-4.30.8T2-322&

Outing Ctuh CMn. Only 10
miles away is some beautiful
lake-frontproperty of Colby's
which is yourns to take advantageof. You caj i bringaboat, a
motley group of friends, a
dinner to cook-out, or just a
special fr$en<_|to share a sunset
with!{AwocK .) .Youcan pick
upa mapinrheCCcaseinthe
Student Center,
KaUmn Vrifters < This Augusta*
based Hot Air Balloon Company offers rides so that you
can view the State-o-Maine
from a flew $j [t gle. Priceof ride
indttdes champagne upon
arr
ival <&M&. <
Wfrit j e m
tet $a\f hn& Ofle &\d
twokiay trips are offered on
thfe "North Country Rivers".
Call 445-262^ for more information.
Whole Watching. The: Massachusetts Whale Watching
Center is sponsoring trips

through October ^ Boats .eave

Plymouth Town Wharf daily

rtB M A M m A m m . The

trips cost $17, and are led by
wr#tercseatciter$<

&McCtafrf iftmesinCartiden.
The Camden Parks and Rec*
reat|or»Popanment In vftes you
to ride to th« top of T<aggod
Moudtsin Fridays, Saturdays
and^rtdayj .from lOiOO AM to
3;0Q PM, 236*^438. lf #0u wf iutd Ukv y 0vtmnt$
Mted in this wlundAr* send
thm t0 CindA #.}wwt Am
an4 UnHitainment ttrf itor,
Co% ^. ?. _, (K <tHttf Uni0it,
C0% Galiegfi, Wtttcrvitla,
MB*r 0*. Wt) t>y Mondty of the
week jt m want tha H$H?t $ to
app ear.
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Parents ' Weekend
Lon g On Yawns
The coordinators of Parent'sWeekend missed
the proverbial boat (and left parents floating
down the legendary river) inprogrammingstaid
lectures and the same old tired receptions this
past weekend.

While the weekend's schedule of events was new to some families,first
year students'most notably,seemingly little effort was made to introduce
new and varied programs for the returning parentsof upperclass students.
Coming to Colby is time away from home and work for most parents.
What could and should be a mini-vacation on Colby's beautiful campus
was treated, instead, like a business convention by event coordinators.
And students - unwilling to subject themselves or their parents to another
academic lecture - were left apologizing that there was "nothing to do"
except whirl their families on tours of the scenic Colby campus.
Unlike other events, Saturday's Casino Night was entertaining. But,a
single two-hour opportunity over the space of three days to relax, mingle
with other parents and have some fun was just not enough.
By giving families varied options and running a few more festive
events -a picnic with entertainment,field day events for students and their
parents, a crafts fair, tours of Miller Library's tower and infamous blue
light, a parent-student dance with both pop and big-band tunes - parent's
weekend could have been more than a time for family reunion within the
confines of one's dorm room. It could and should have been exciting,
different, and fun.

These Boots Were
Made For Walking
Roger Bowen is right. He recently proposed
to the Educational Policy Committee (EPC) of
the college that seniors just shy a few credits be
permitted to participate in all graduation ceremonies, including Commencement.

Providing seniors have completed no fewer than U2credit hours,have
at least a 2.0 GPA, and the approval of his/her major department^), they
should march too, Bowen argues.- Bravo!
Despite the dogmatic, traditional reasons for refusing to allow such
seniors to participate there are more important,if more idealistic reasons
to let them march. Bowen calls them "intangibles, like humanity."
Colby gains nothing by excluding the few seniors every year that miss
a p.e, credit or fail a second semester course from commencement exercises. Making these would-be graduates sit on the sidelines while their
classmates of four years walk by, take their diplomas and officially
culminate their Colby experience is a punishment that far outweighs the
crime of missing a few out of the needed 120 credits.
There are only two times when a class is assembled as a whole during
their four years at Colby: as first year students for the President's Address
in Lorimer Chapel and as seniors at graduation. To deprive a student of
either of these opportunities just doesn't make sense.
Colby should let these seniors receiveblank diplomas and take part in
gra dua ti on ceremon ies with the rest of their class, thus sparing both them
and their families a most painful,embarrassing and unnecessary experience.
Most times it's safe calling Roger Bowen a lef ti st, but this time he's
right.

No Sororit y
Sisters Here
We would liketo takethis chance
to address the allegation put forth
in last week's Echo concerning the
Women's Field Hockey and Ice
Hockey Teams and the rumor that
the "teams have formed an underground sorority." It is extremely
unfortunate that this type of thirdhand rumor passing has resulted in
a serious hindering of off-field
comradery.
It is disappointing that the
"Greek paranoia" that has struck
the Colby College campus has now
begun to spread into the friendships we havecreated asteammates.
What we would like to point out is
that prior to the printing of the
article, no ne of the players on either
team were consulted concerning
this gossip. As a result of the article,
the Women's Field Hockey team
was strongly "encouraged" to sign
a piece of paper stating that we
were not members of a sorority, nor
had any affiliation of the kind. It is
expected that the Women's Ice
Hockey Team will have to sign a
similar statement before their season begins.
Women'sathletics at Colby have
surpassed the notion that in order
to be a strong, close-knit team that
we need to be bonded under "those
greek letters [that] are meaningless."
We have excellent teams and the
closeness of them can be attributed
to the commitment that we all share
to each other and women's athletics.
Lastly, we would like to question the professionalism of The Colby
Echo. As members of the Colby
community,we feel that this type of
rumoristic reporting has done
enough damage. Why weren't the
people directly involved with this
contacted for their comments? We
deservetheopportunityto stop this
kind of irresponsible reporting before it reaches the paper.
"We'd like to take this opportunity to set the record straight, there
is no sorority, there never was a
sorority and there are no future
plans for a sorority. However, we
will continue to maintain the friendships we have established.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth LeRoy '90
Emilie Davis '90
Jodie Brown '90
Kay Cowperthwait '91
Sara Madden '90
.
Jen Holsten '90

^

Captains of the '89-'90 Women's
field Hockey and Ice Hockey Teams.

Social Fee
Fla wed Idea
Campu s organizati ons th row
par t ies for one or more of three

basic reasons: 1) to satisfy the social
needs of tho student body,. 2) to
honor, celebrate and/or promote a
particular event, themeor cause and
3) to generate surplus revenue for
the organization in question. The

proposed sodalfee ignoresthisthird
reason.
The possibility of generating
excess, and in many cases, much
needed income, through private,
self-motivating and innovative efforts for the purpose of keeping the
organization financially able to
achieveits objective-has beentaken
away from the student body, especially those involved with club
organizations if clubs are to be
considered part of this program.
Such a system deprives any
group of achieving potentially
higher profits than the 'social fee"
program will allow. Groups will
have no incentive to work hard to
throwareally good partysinceextra
time effort will not lead to higher
profits.
As a senior, I have seen how the
Colby administration searches for
the opportunity to make changes,
and on the whole,they'vebeen very
beneficial to the quality of student
life. Nevertheless, the administration is, in this instance, acting in
such a manner that will prove detrimental to the quality of social life
at Colby.
Sincerely,
William E. Busineau '90

Fountai n of
Youth in Foss?

day; the waterin the dishroom was
turned off to eliminatethe standing
water. This was only in response to
the discoverythat electrical wires
were in danger of shorting. How
dangerous does the situation need
to become in order for some real
action to take place?
Christea Sardella '92
Shelley Freed '90

Colby Food Is
MmMm Good
Not everyone thinks that the
quality of Seller's food is "atrocious". In fact, we think that it is
pretty damn good. True,it may not
be the same as what your mother
makes you at home, but considering that Seller's cooks for approximately 1500 students and faculty,
they do a super job.
To begin with,there'sa choice of
at least three different entrees at
each meal, one of which is vegetarian. Do some simple math and
multiply this by three different
dining halls and you come up with
nine choices. We'd bet you don't
get this many options, even from
Mom.
In addition, there is a complete
salad bar with fresh vegetables, a
selection of breads, cereal, bagels,
fresh fruits, soup, desserts and ice
cream. And if none of that is "bearable", you can always make your-=
self a peanut butter and j elly sandwich.And best of all,you can eat all
you want- of everything.
As for occasional leftovers, is
that really so unreasonable? What
do you expect? Can Seller's be
expected to predict theexact amount
of food that will be eaten at every
meal'and if they cook some extra,
just throw it in the garbage? I'm
sure we'd hear from you if they
underestimated and ran out.
Entering our fourth year, we d
like to commend Seller's for a job
well done. Your hard work does
not go unappreciated by all of us
ungrateful students. And as for
DaveLeavy, keep right on going tc
Wendy's, etc. We're sure Seller's
could care.

If you have eaten in FossDining
Hall lately you might have noticed
the hot springs flowing into what is
now known as Lake Lisa to the
employees.
Last Spring, Department of
Physical Plant was called in to investigate an unusual heat radiating
from the floor. Twice Physical Plant
inspected and diagnosed the problem -there were broken steampipes
under the floor. At that time, the
only noticeable effects were the
extreme heat on the floor and hot
water from cold water taps. The
extent of the "damage was recognized as severe.
Foss Dining hall was closed all
summer. The extent of the problem
was understood, but the situation
was not remedied.B and G returned
.
early in September to re-evaluate
the problem that had been left un- Sincerely,
solved over the summer.
As of this writing, the original Tracey Elmeer '90
point of seepage has become a Lynn C. McGovern '90
pourspout,it leaksanestimated four Jenifer Abbatangelo '90
gallons of water a minute. An
additional two or three points in the
kitchen and serving areas have
begun to leak water as well. The
workers, "focused on service",
remain. Hundreds of times a day
I would like to say a few words
they slide through water that should
not be there, hot food in hand. The to Steve Coilicr in response to his
working conditions are more than "War on Drugs" article Have You ever been to Columhazardous, they are obscene. Tensions are high, an accident is emi- bia? Do you believe what you are
told by an Administration which
nent.
This problem will not be elimi- tries to divert our attention towards
nated until Foal- is closed for Octo- other countries' injustices when
ber break. WHY? So that students there are people right h ere in t he
won 't be inconvenienced? United States without flood or shelShouldn't human safetybe a higher t er?
Why do you think people in this
priority? The Labor Board would
country abuse drugs? Check out
think so.
And thcadministrationwonders the South Bronx sometime and
from whence Colby apathy stems. you'll feel like you want to get out.
Postscript: A temporary Haye you ever imagined what it
solution was put into action Tues- continued on page 13

Dru gs May Be
Diversion

OPINION
Don't Pla y I-Pl ay

"Well, we have this intramural
league called I-Play at school...""
CONTRffiUTING WRITER
"Aye, and you play in that?" he
asked.
Last night, I had a dream...
"Well,I did because it'sthe only
As I walked down a street un- opportunity you haveto play a sport
known to me,I passed a man sitting outside Varsity level in acontrolled
on a step. Something in the way he atmosphere. But the administrasattheredrewmy eyestoward him. tion changed the whole system
But it wasn't until he spoke that I around this yearand f really don't
stopped walking.
like it, so no I'm not playing in
"Do you play a sport, lad?" the that."
man asked in a soft Irish accent. He
"Aye, for shame."
was a small man with quiet blue
. "I mean,last year it was so much
eyes and a full head of gray hair. better. You got to play with abunch
His beard dangled ever so slightly of your friends, give your team a
off his chin, and when he spoke, real wacky name,and play against
years of wisdom and knowledge some real tough competition. But
poured from his mouth.
they took all that away this year
A twisted look on my face was and now I'm forced to play with
the only response I could muster. people I don't know. So I decided
He continued. "I only ask because to sit out this year in protest. I
you don't look like the type, if ye mean, my teams were so close last
don't mind me saying. You're so yearand we were only Fresh....First
small and things, again, if ye don't Year Students. Now, I'll never be
mind me saying. Curiosity made able to form those teams again and
meask,isall. Hopeyedon'tmind." avenge my losses. That just isn't
"Nope, I don't mind. And to fair."
answer your question, no, I don't."
"Let megetthisright,lad. You're
"Aye,lad,for shame. Then what saying that a higher authority
do you do to keep Ln shape? If ye changed all that so you're not
don't mind me saying."
playir.'?"

""Well, yes. I just don't agree
with the changes so I'd rather not
support the system. And by playing,you're supporting the system."
"Let me ask you this, lad. Do
you think a lot of people feel the
same way you do but will play
anyway because they are too afraid
to speak their minds?"
"Yes, and to me that's silly. I
rhean, if you don't believe in something why go along with it? But I
suppose people would rather play
in a system they don't like than not
play at all."
'Tor shame!" It was the first
time I heard him raise his voice. "If
you don't like these new rules the
administration made or them picking your friends for you - do something about it. Refuse to play in
their new system! It's a wise man
who controls his actions; it's a fool
that lets his actions be controlled.
Do you agree?"
"Absolutely. Unfortunately, I
know a lot of people who are unhappy about all these changes but
will just conform to whatever the
administration tells them."
"Aye for shame..."
And withthathe walkedaway.Q

satisfy your off-campus travelling
yens. Explore coastal towns and
cozy villages. Venture up North
and seejust how rural you dare to
go. Go sluing at Sugarloaf or
Sunday River. Make a midnight
run to L. L. Bean. Join the Colby
Outing Club on their day hikes
through gorgeous Maine wilderness. Perhaps a moose will make
a cameo appearance. As humble
as these experiences may be, I
guarantee you a new found appreciation, a fresh outlook, or just a
plain ol' "wicked sweet" time.
While mingling with nature,
try the natives too- Chat with the
people you meet during your travels. They'd love to compare notes
with you and share some stories.
And contrary to popular belief, a
good number pf the Maine population do not have accents, which
rather bursts the bubble oa the

infamous NARD stereotype.
Once a part of Massachusetts,
Maine officially became a state in
1820 and now boasts claim to
Senate majority leader, George
Mitchell, a Waterville native.
Maine'sleadingindustriesinclude
fishing, shipbuilding, and potato
harvesting&ndinnorthernMaine,
high schools are dismissed for
three weeks in the fall so students
can help farmers harvest their
crop.
I suppose the rurality of Maine
is enough to drive some urban,
folks crazy, but don't knock it. It
isn't that bad. Colby wouldn't be
Colby if it wasn't comfortably
nestled within the hills and tall
pines of Maine. I often hear students say, "Colby would be great if
onlyitwasinMassachusetts."Not
so. I've always thought that
continued on page 13

By Paul Argiro

Native Mamers Are Not Nards
By Lori Moran

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Upon our admittance as freshmen, a number of us took advantage of Colby's suggestion to take
time to learn a little bit about
Maine. Some have come torealize
that peoplefrom Maine are"Mariners" not NARDS or farmers, and
that there is productive life up to
five hours north of Waterville(yes,
Maine is that big.) But there are
those of us who are still ignorant
and even a little apathetic. So,
before you draw any misguided
conclusions or make a degrading
remark about the state you call
home eight months out of the
years, let me offer you some insight.
Get to know Maine. Experience it. Don't rely on Waterville to

Literary Leaches

can usually be found in a decent
introduction. These offending
writers are leaches, sucking the
lifebloodoutof artists in thename
of "better understanding". The
writings of these critics are so
obtuse and wonderfully complex
that the average,reasonably intelligent reader is discouraged
from approaching them. In actuality,the onlypeople who doread
thesereamsofwritingare fellow
leaches! What a neat, self-per1 JDOZJST TLIKE SPAM
petuating circle. But what is
best about the lit. crit. racket is
Whenever someone of talent that there are no answers or
or vision appears, in any field, it objective truths,and thusznofinal
doesn't take long for hordes of or definitive interpretation. They
critics, biographers and other can postulate the most absurd
parasitic organisms to glom on thesis as long as it is backed up
to them and discuss "their eon- by obscure quotes from the text.
temporaryrelevance.,blah,blah,
Some will probably groan at
blah." This harassment is espe- this anti-intellectualism, and
cially poignant :for Salinger, a claim that that septuagenarian
longtime victim of biographers. Californian is to blame for this.
Those who cannot do, criticize, After all, undergraduates are
They divide the artist into peri- supposed to hold these intellecods," as in the "classic period" or tual heavyweightsin awe. Even
the "blue period".
at Colby, one is encouraged to
But thevalue of these gaggles "freshly interpret"works - a logiof interpretations and criticisms cal impossibility considering the
is seriously questionable. Why number of interpretations alshould I read a book on Heming- ready written -instead of creatway's troubled childhood, when I ing art for one's self. Coming to
haven't read the "A Moveable grips with the creative process
Feast." Why should I read yet while creating one's own work is
another interpretation of a text, more educational and beneficial
when I could be reading an origi- than the B.S. we are encouraged
to churn out in the name of clasnal work?
The basic idea of an artist's sical education. Ah well,research
life and history is useful, but it on!0

1went to thelibrary this week
to get out the book Frannv and
Zooev by J.D. Salinger for an
opening quote on an article X was
going to write on:the difference
between wisdom andknowledge.
While I .found plenty of books
with J.D. Salinger's name on
them, nearly all were about him
and not by him.

John Hawke

U.S. Botched Policy
By;Martha Walsh
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
For those of 3'ou who saw the
film "The Killing Fields," the
sequel will be out shortly, and for
those of you who didn't, it'sjust a
new version of an old, oft-repeated
story. The State of Cambodia is
yet again on the brink of civil war
with the dreaded Khmer Rouge
as the feared favorite in the
struggle.

Student s On The Street

And why should Colby College
students be aware of this turmoil
in a land far, far away? It is our
Vietnam. True, our brothers,boyfriends , and fathers will never be
sent to serve militarily, but our
tax dollars are killing Cambodians right now.
The Vietnamese - who have
occupied Cambodia for the past
ten years - followingthe Soviet example in Afghanistan, completed
the removal of all of Vietnamese
continued on page 13

Should Colby Introduce A Social Fee System?

Leo Flanagan, '90i

"Absolutely, I think it would organize things and help the people
who have the parties do it in a more
organized way."

Rick Wallace/93
"I think it would be good becauseif
you go out and just want to cheek
out a certain party you don't want
to spend $3."

Tracey Johnson, '91:
"Yes, because it would be cheaper
and you could go t o more par ties
for your money."

Farah Paradise, '92:
"I think, It's better the way It is.
People can decide when they want
to go and pay when they want."

Don TJindler, '93:
"I think they should,it would come
outbetter. And it would be easier to
give the money all at once ra ther
than over different weekends."

What 's News In the ^
Mary Low Commons...
is now featuring an all new vegetarian program which includes several salad bar items, whole grain breads, and new entree selections daily. We
welcome your input and recipes are always appreciated

J ohnson/Chaplin...
will be holding a "Coney Island Carnival"on Saturday, October 7 during
the dinner meal. The festive appearance, along with the traditional "Coney Island Dog"
should prove to be a great time- so come along and enjoy!!!

Lovejoy Commons..

^^^^

in conjunction with Yvonne VanVenendaal,
'^-HBP lt I
a student at Colby, will be introducing live music during dinner
- ^r ^^mm^mJ^
once a month. Watch our signs for dates and times.
l_-_^r£^
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HAVE YOU BOUGHT
YOUR COLBY
BAKERY MUG , YE T?
HURRY ! ONLY $3.00
On sale now In
Spa and Colby
Bakery in Dana .
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To apply, stop in your local Dominn'e
Pizza store today or call 873-0100
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|• Make
En
freedom of being on the
8 * road. ^e
• Work flexible hours.
• Be part of the excitement of the
world's fastest-growing pizza
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Domino's Pizza, the world's largest
pizza delivery company is now hiring
delivery drivers. If you are 18 years
old, have a valid driver's license,
automobile insurance, a good driving
record,and access to a car,you can:
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CLASSIFIEDS/PERSONALS
FOR SALE

9 piece living room set. 1couch,
1loveseat, 1chair,2 end tables,1
cofee table, 2 lamps, 1armchair.
$700/set. Call Jon at 872-8700
days and 873- 7358 eves.

HELP WANTED

AssistantSteward (male/fern ale)
at the Maine Yacht Club for 1990
Slimmer Season; last week in
May through Labor Day.
Must be 18 years or older. Possible housing available. Please
call (207) 633-3325 or write:
Lee Gray
P.O. Box 672
Boothbay Harbor, ME 14558

HELP WANTED

Campus Reps Needed
Earn big commissions and free
trips by selling Nassau/ Paradise Island, Cancun, Mexico,
Jamaica andSki trips to Vermont
and Colorado.
For more information call toll
free 1-800-344-8360 or in CT 203967-3330

SERVICES
OFFERED

Will do typing and / or word
processing in my home. Reasonable rates. Contact Gloria Veilliux,3China Road,Winslow,ME
or call 872-5031.
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Hairs ty linq
f o r Tl&n , Wom&n audi ChiUiren

locate d in The Concourse Shopping Cente r

DON'S NEW & USED

.-ww ^ i

Your ^Tayel
II r /V] For AU
Needs!!!

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS
COUCHES - CHAIJRS- TABLES - BEDS
872-9356
20 BOSTON AVENUE, WINSLOW

HOWARD HUGHES MEDICAL INSTITUTE
DOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS IN
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
1990 COMPETITION

Fellowships are for full-time study toward the Ph.D. or Sc.D.
degree in cell biology and regulation, genetics, immunology,
neuroscience, and structural biology.
Fellowship Terms
$11,700 annual cost-of-education
Three-year initial awards .
allowance, effective June 1990
• two-year extensions possible
$12,900 ann ual stipend, effective
June 1990
Eligibility
If in M.D./I .i,D. program
Less than one year of post• Less than one year equivalent
baccalaureate graduate study
in biology
of tuition support
• College seniors
No citizenship requirements
• U.S. citizens may study abroad • First yea r graduate students
• Others .must study In the
• M.D., D.O., D.D.S., D.V.M.,
students or professionals
United States
Schedule
• fellowships start: June 1990January 1991

NOTE: Fellowships arc highly competitive. In 1989 more
t han 1,000 appl ications were reviewed to select 60 fellows.
FOR PROGRAM ANNOUNCEM ENTS, ELIGIBILITY
GUIDELINES, AND APPLICATIONS
Hughes Doctora l Fellowships
National Research Council Fellowship Office
2101 Constitution Avenue , N.W.
Washington , nc 20418
Telephone (202) 33*1-2872
The Howard Hur Iics Medica l Institute welcomes applications from all qualified
candidates and encoumues womtn and members of minority groups to apply.
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COLBY COLLEGE *ROBERT'S UNION
WATERV I LLE, MAINE 04901
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Take Kaplan OrTakeYourChanees

CALL FOR DETAILS
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Semester at Sea
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• Application deadline:
November 9, 1989
• Awards announced:
early April 1990
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Lonely? Need a Date?
Meet tihat special someone toCruise Ship Jobs
Hiring Men-Women. Summer/ day! Call DATET1ME (405) 366Year Round. Photographers, 6335'
ToutGuides, Recreation Personnel.IxceUentpayplusfree travel.
Caribbean, Hawaii, Bahamas, Master Craftsman willbuildlofts,
bookshelves, tables, etc. at reaSouth Pacific,Mexico.
sonable rates.
Call Now! Call Refundable.
ContactJoeMcSwain at 453-9903.
1-2O6-736-0775 Ext.1059

877-7995
WALK-INS WELCOME

Campus ta ^el Service
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A Semester at Sea representative will be at Colby on
Monday, Octobe r 2nd. There will

The

JPV^__Bb& Iron Horse
\ f \ ' Bookstore
10 Railroad Square
872-0939
•wide selection df books
•evening hours
•coffee, tea, and pastries
M-Th, 10-7, F&S, 10-9
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I COORS PARTY BALLS $25.50 I
ROLLING ROCK 6 PKS. $3.49
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WE SELL: DISCOUNT BEER , WINE , SODA, FRESH
D OtTGH PIZZA , AND HOT & COLD SANDWICHES
;
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80,000PEOPLE GAVESOMETHINGTO

IHE IRSTHISYEAR.ANDTHEYCANT WAIT
TILL NEXTYEARTOGIVEAGAIN.

They volunteered their skills
to people who needed help doing their
taxes. And it made them feel great.
They weren't necessarily accountants. They were people , like you and
your club or group members, who have

Native s

continuedfrom page 9
Maine's rurality is conducive to
learning as it promotes reflection ,
appreciation, and new and different outlooksfor students.Besides,
Maine's tranquility and simplicity are qualities we take pride in.
We may move at a slower pace,
but that's the way life in Maine
should be. Otherwise,-it wouldn't

a basic aptitude for math and a desire
to help others. • You know, you can help people with
what taxes them. And f eel great, too.
Tofind out about the free IRS training program, call 1-800-424-1040 now.

be Maine.
On a final note, I am wellaware
of the fact that Maine isn't for
everybody. That's fine. But do me
a favor and keep your derogatory
remarksto yourselfbecause I don't
care to hear people slam my home
state. That's only common courtesy.Keepinmindthat, as afriend
of mine always says, ignorance
has the biggest mouth and to be
truly tolerant is to be truly
educated.Q

Hero s

how it is presented,can seem tragic.
That's why you are as likely to find
stories with Elvis and Jimmy Ducontinued from page 6
rante in my work as some comdeal with death in a ghoulish man- pletely fictional character who is on
some quest."
'
ner.
Boylan has written two twin
But Boylan'sstories capture joy,
love,romanceand unexpected turns novels.The Planets andTTie Constelas well as death. "A lot of the stories lations,centering around Centralia,
are an attempt to discover personal Pennsylvania and the mine fire
mythologies. People look for he- which has been burning there for 25
roes and often find the heroes of years. Boylan hopes that these two
books will be published by Grove
popular culture," he said.
"There is a tension between the Press next year.
RemindMe to Murder YouLateris
banality of certain popular figures
and the inspirational aspects of published by the Johns Hopkins
in
myth. That tension can cause a University Press; and is available
¦
"
fbr.$15.95.d""
hardcover
comic situation or, depending on

Welliver
continued from page 6
version.
Welliver, aPennsylvaniarealistpainter
moved to Lincolnville,Maine over 20 years
ago. He studied painting at the graduate
level at Yale University,with coloristJosef
Albers. His training in the modernistic
tradition is evident by his vivacious surfaces full of oily globs and quick brush
strokes.
One can see that Welliver's foremost
interest is in the painting itself rather

/\
[ 1
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STQRE HOUBS
Mon-Thurs
Friday
,
Saturday
Closed Sunday
.

129 Main Street
Waterville , ME 04901
(207) 873-6681

10AM-6PM
10AM-8PM
10AM-6PM
_____________________^___ JM___^^ __^ .

there are alcoholics, smokers, and
bolemics (even food can be used, as
a drug). But there are also recreational users, as with alcohol, and it
isan insult to rational human beings
to deny them the right to make up
their own minds.
You condone the judicial process,and yet you also condone military action against people who have
not been given a fair trial.
It's time to pull the wool from in
front of our eyes and say "No!" to
being misled and deceived.

continued from pag e8

U.S. Policy

1 continued from page 9

troops from Cambodia on Tuesday. What does this mean? It
means that the coalition of rebel
guerilla factions (consisting of
groups led by former Cambodian
President Prince Norodom Sihanouk, former Prime Minister Son
Sarin, and the genocidal Khmer
Rouge) will engage in. a "test of
strength" (i.e. an armed conflict
against the Vietnamese-installed
government which now presides
in Phnom Penh , the capital of
Cambodia).
Given the various troop
strengths, the projected winner in
this trial civil war is the Khmer
Rouge. This is bad news for the
Cambodians. The communist
Khmer Rouge has already been in
power, and whale in control managed to wipe out one million of
their fellow citizens.
And what is the United States
doing about the situation? The
Bush Administration is providing
what they call "covert-overt"aid to

than in the subject matter, although he
finds the Maine wilderniess inspiring and
ever refreshing.
Welliver, however, analytically dissects
each landscape with such precision and
consistency that many of his paintings look
very similar. He loads each painting with
information, placing the viewer right beside him in the wilderness. In B eaver
House (1974) he shows us virtually every
ripple in the pond and every branch in the
dam. This is his realism.
In Welliver's smaller paintings, it is
easy to be overwhelmed by the business
resulting from such detail. What seems
like a very serene setting, is made chaotic

I MEN'S CASUAL WEAR

Dru gs

would be like to live there? The vast
majority of drug users are not fueled by an "ingrained feeling of freedom," but rather the opposite, a
desperate need to escape the oppression of misery.
The fact of the matter is,the better off and more comfortable the
people of this country are, the less
they will feel the need to escape
through drugs.
Of course there will always be Amaryllis Beirne-Keyt
people who abuse drugs, just as Box 123x 3053

the forces of Sihanouk and Son overt lethal aid, approved by the
Sarin — the noncommunist rebels Administration in April , consists
who insist that the Khmer .Rouge of an unknown amount of CIA
be included in a post war coalition funds being transferred for arms
government. Thus by endorsing supplies. This wasa last resort for
the two noncommunists, the U.S. the Bush Administration to prois tacitly supporting the maniacal vide promised support to that
murderers who make up a third of bastion of democracy,Prince Sihathe coalition the U.S. aligns with. nouk (whom the U.S. helped to
Furthermore, congressionally- overthrow in 1970).
supported humanitarian aid proIt is a confusing and misdivided by the United States in pre- rected policy. And I feel one to be
vious years - expressly to Siha- questioned by anyone who is paynouk and Son Sann - has found its ing for it with their tax dollars.
way into the hands of the criminal Answersin Southeast Asia are not
Khmer Rouge.
easily come by; however, the presThe Congress refused to appro- ent administration'seffortwill not
priate funds for direct military as- do and other options must be
sistance because they did not wish examined.Q
to contribute to a protracted arms
struggle which would pour salt in
Editor's Note: Walsh formerly
the wounds of Cambodians who worked as a researc h assistant f o r
have been crippled by strife for the International Center for Develthree decades. But the "covert- op ment Policy.

with light cutting through the branches
and dodging shadows.
In his larger paintings there is enough
space to enhance the majesty of the setting.
The show's presentation of his work is
insensitive to this feature of Welliver's
style. Welliver paints in set sizes of paintings usually within the square format.
Given his consistency of color palette and
his similar analytical approach to each
landscape, it is quite easy for the viewer to
see all the paintings as tbe same.
To emphasize the uniqueness of each
painting, the director should have been
given more breathing space on the wall and
the paintings should have been arranged

to emphasize diversity andchangebetween
them.
Too many paintingshung in the space
provided. Perhaps a more careful editing
selection of some of Welliver's works would
have underscored Welliver's diversity.
Hugh Gorley, the Museum Director,
seemed to be most interested in showing
the whole body of Welliver's paintings
especially the smaller ones not usually
shown. This presentation does not, however, give the viewer a chance to experience the excitement Welliver experiences
in his painting and the inspiration which
he receives from rural Maine .?

Feel
confident!

Confidence in your healt h and your body bring sconfidence
in yours elfWe can help you with all your reproductive
heal th care needs, includin g someone to talk to—in
complete confidence. Pr egnancy testing and contraception
are available in a friendly environm ent .

M/mMWr .
C ENTE R

Babies by choice, not chance!

Waterville . Skowltfga n, Pittsfiel d and Jackman.
87J-2122 or 4"^-H4*n

TIME OUT
"Last Saturdayt in spiteof HurricaneHugo,Colby Crewmadean imp ressiveshowingat the Head of the AndroscoggiTtRegatta."
Senior Kristina Wempleafter Colbycaptured first place in two of four races, %
*An all out team effort. *1 .'
Ineld hockey-coachDebby Pluck on he*team's3*1triumph over archrival Bates,
"Honestly now.Can anybody reallyp- ictureColbyCollegeas af o otball p ower? One thing you can say aboutthe
opener against Trinity.It was nostalgic."
Central MaineMorning Sentinel columnistand Colby grad Gerry Boyle,
"This team is as unif ied as I 'veever seen it,both on and off the court,generating an enihusiasm.iohich has lei to
success "
Senior co-captain Sandy Humphreyon the4-0 women'-« tennis team.
\

"There may have beencandidatesbetter aualifiedfor each individualsport,but I f e d confident that Charles
Corey?was ihe best overall candidatef or the p ositiontoeneeded to f ill."
Coach Jim Wescott on the hiringof combination men's hockey and men's lacrosse coach Charles
Corey.
,
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SCOREBOARD
FOOTBALL: 0-1
Sept 23 Trinity 30
Colby 0
Next: Sept 30 vs. Hamilton...1:30 „

£)f^Wbecause giraffes
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DONT BROWSE
, IN A TEST TUBE...

join lis in the best of all laboratories to study
real-world environmental issues including:
* Wildlife Management in Kenya
* Marine Biology in the Virgin Islands
• Tropical Rainforests in Australia
* Marine Mammal Behavior in Mexico
and 14 oth er critical environmentalissues
worldwide...
Q^f l Financial Aid and CollegeCredit availablefor all progr ams
^^
SCHOOL FOR FIELD STUDIES
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» 16 Broadway, Beverly, MA 01915
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For more information on Semester, Summer and
January programs, please join us:
Wednesday, October 4
4:00 P.M. Roberts Union

MEN'S SOCCER: 1-2-1 Sept 23 Babson 1
Colby 0
Sept 26 vs. Thomas...rained out
Next: Sept 28 at U. New England...3:30
Oct 1vs. Tufts...3 _00
Oct 3 vs. U_ Southern Maine'...3:30

OR CALL (508) 927-7777
ib' MnuoTolaMj tocms
e-/ *ie Ivoxld

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: 9th ranked in New England Division IH
Sept 23 Southeastern Mass. U. Invitational...9th of 18 teams
Next: Sept 30 at Bowdoin; vs. Bowdoin and USM...11:00
GOLF:
Sept 15-16 Bowdoin Invitational...4th. of 12 teams
Sept 22-23 Husson Invitational...4th of 12 teams
Sept 25 CBB Match at Bowdoin...2nd of 7 teams(Bowdoin 1st)
Next: Oct 5 ECAC Qualifier at Middlebaiy
FIELD HOCKEY: 1-1
Sept 21 Colby 3 ...Bates 1 (Andrea Solomita - 2 goals)
Sept 27 at UMF...4.00
Next: Oct 1vs. Tufts...2:00
Oct 3 at U. Southern Maine...3:30
WOMEN'S SOCCER: 5-0
Sept 23 Colby 3
Cuny l
Sept 27 Colby 3
UJVlaine l(Widronak,2 goals in OT.
Next: Sept 29 vs. Bridgewater State.„3:30
Oct 1vs. Tufts...! .00
Oct 4 vs. Bow doin...3:30
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: 5th ranked in New England Division HI
Sept 23 Williams Invitational...4tJh of 21 teams
'"Jill Vollweiler - finished 1st overall
Next: Sept 30 CBB at Bowdoin
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GREAT WALL CHINESE BEER
MB ^
SB ^ & CASE WAS $28.99 NOW $9.99
¦ hBBb3 L- 1.5 Lt. JACQUES BONET
CHAMPAG NE $4.99
jo ^^^ §
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WOMEN'S TENNIS: 4-0
Sept 22 Colby 9
Simmons 0
Sept 23 Colby 5
.MTT 4
Sept 26 Colby 7
Bates 2
Next: Oct 4 vs. lowdoin...3:30

SUGARLOAF
gives you a run
for the money...
70 in fact!

^_ Having A Special Part > ?
A COLLEGE SEASON PASS is the
C ereal Champagne and Wine ^
best ski dealaround. Only $275 If
*
^
at
10K
Off
Per
Case
j
purchased before 10/2/89; $300 if
Q
Plus Colby Disccunt
purchased before 11/1/89, for a full
season of skiing. College students
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Woodsmen Cut Up New York

p hoto from Echo fzle

The Colby Woodsmen Team saw away
teams,Colbybeat the only other coed
team that was competing.
They also bested another men's
By Rudy Penczer
CONTRIBtJTING WRITER
team and two women's teams. The
only defeats came at the hands of the
'
EDITOR'S NOTE: Contributing three men's "A" division teams of
writer Rudy Penczeris a memberof the SUNY, CCFL, and PaulSmith's.
"It would have been nice to beat
Colby CollegeWoodsmen's Team
one of the "A" teams/' said co - captoo
The Colby Woodsmen's team tain Thad Gemski. "We don't get
competed this past weekend in a many chances to beat the big forestry
meet at the Jordan Falls Festival in schools."
" Highlightsfor Coibycameincross
Jordan,N.Y. Amidst the home made
pies,woodcrafts,auctions,rides,and -cut sawing,chopping,and firebuildcotton candy,the four schools duked ing. They finished second in the cross
it out in one of the muddiest,windi- -cutsawevent. "Camper"Dan Belvin
est meets anyone could remember. and Phil Tabor fhushed off the event
Colby,entering only a coed team, beautifully despite having the saw's
held their own against three of the handle break in the middle of a cut.
top collegiate teams in the NorthCo - captains Gemski and Rudy
east. Finishing fourth out of nine Penczer came in third in the speed

chopping event. This event involves standing on top of a log
and chopping through it as fast as
possible.
Colby again experienced
equipment woes as Penczer's axe
handle shattered near the start of
his chop. He had to borrow
Gemski's axe and then return it.
"If thathadn'thappened,"said
Gemski, "we'd have won."
Tom Brown and Sarah Poriss
battled the windand rain of Hugo
to come in fourth in the fire building competition. Several teams
were unable to even finish this
event in such adverse conditions.
The teamtiavels to Unity,ME
for a meet on October 7th to do
battle with, among others, arch
rivals University of Maine at
Orono and Unity College.

DE5^STATOR
O^^ WEp^
yTnispast week's most devastam^g per^x
/y f ormance was turned in by not am^aividual athlete,but instead by an entire
team. The Echo Sports staff awards its
I first ever Devastator of the/Weekhonj I \prs to the Colby Womenfe/Soccer temn,
\ wiich has been steadily weckipgwieir
to
5m>qnen^ri route a 4-0 recprdf,and
is ohe^>f only two undeiiateA te< ins at
Colby^kheSe devastator Vm^ fecent
victim wVs Qurry CoUege,wliom the

/^ Mules mauled 3-fc~ pi_^^

r Women's ISofe^er. Ulieijp \ WH j iave
lata(Uejt^prey\{o^res?^__^
dies mclude^e^i-k^^f uS^/Wheaton, and cro£s-towr_^rftrai Thomas.
Congratulations to these talented booters, and remembeAeep on devastating!
QQQ
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By Dave Weissman
SPORTS EDITOR

Only time will tell whether the Colby men's hockey and lacrosse programs will sink or
swim undernewly hired head coach Charles Corey,but thecOftditionssurrounding the search
for a new coach, and the subsequent decision to hire Corey, are worthy of mention.
Thedpplicantpool for Colby's combination hockey/lacrosse position Consisted of over 300
candidates. A search committeemade up of students,faculty,and coaches, after whittling -the
pool down to a select few, deemed Corey the most qualified candidatebased on his overall
credentials.
One of thefinal candidates for the position was a coach named Barry Smith, an assistant
to Buffalo Sabres head coach Ted Sator.
1wasexcited when 1heard ho wa$ a candidate. 1was bom in Buffalo,have lived there all
rny life (before coming to Maine), and am a die - hard Sabres fan. The idea of one of my local
$ports heroes coming to coach at Colby seemed too good to be true. Besides, having a former
NHL coach at thehelm ofa Colby team would undoubtedlybenefittho quality and reputation
of the Colby hockey program.
When I heard that tho other top candidate was a high school level coach, I was sure that
Smith had thejoblocked up-How could anyonepassup an NHL quality coach for a someone
out of pr
tp School?
s As everyone now knows, that Is exactly what thoy
did* When I first heard this, my first
reaction wae one of cynicism and eontemp t, How could anyone be so stupid? I immediately
began to think of nasty things to say in my next column.

By Billy Goodr
tiftn
,
AS&T ByQR^JBfilgOlt
|¦¦• M¦¦ !¦ !l»H*HH»^***f -* -**- H-'- '
"'. '¦'¦H
l l fc

CtfbyCsltegehas&ittO^^^

IJ

j

Mickey Goulet,whodeparted G*lbyduring the*summer monthsfor a jobto Canada

wterehewittcoachtawsseattdh^
eyes of many hs w tha perfect candidatef arthe job .
Coreyhas*ten yearsof experiencecoachingbath hockeyand lacrosseat Lawrence
A*ademy>andMsreputatlonas
a winnerpreceded him whenthetlmearogeJforCoiby
i&scout the lanefta sewefc ofa replacementforOoulet ,A? &dHe.ahoy of l?ubl$cAffairs
said, "It was likfe Corey's resumeWas tailor mfc&e&r the jobopening weseededto

m\;<

*

_ 8»tyou itfu$ttoo!k&twhy thi&*)^^
divided .h#*<&^acr0$$e/w<. ttie»^ hock^ ^oach Kob Pfeitfer shouldrrt be $te$>*

It occurred because a school that throws
nonconformity i» your feoa ©very day
Jce
ping beyond hishounds,teachingthewayhefelt wasrightandoccaelonally bracking >

The$ystem^H$wa^ne^thett.o^ respected coach^ »n TTteH3tt*md bad brought
forth his hockoy teanfand ihelawwsseteam tothepoint of athleticprominenceinttf mr ,
&yg!m4>Wa& It not worththeiffcrt totry and teeepa coachlike ftfs onyour athte«e
:
.staff? - ]
la
em
Im Hocfcey and Ucro$ee.h8vea aww coacH. A goed
But
wow
tfce>eat<!h
:
toast., H&v*.evef, the question-lie*riot3rt Charley Corey* ability.>ut rather in the
'thoughtbw$e$$^at w«ntint04\pt rehiring Pfeiifferat.d?ub$equejatlyloi$lng8<juall.h/
Ct^h in two irtajwapBrte.
s :
Sincethen,I've bad time to think,talkto others,and reflect upon the wholo$ltt.atlon. And
wjie
ockey
conceVnect
the situation w&h theircoach had some to
A&
as
Wen'stK
:
&F.
I've concluded that this decision is probably not so bad after all. In fact, Colby should be s mt
f t toapmb yf of atiMltlM had 3.egun..» grind, both or*m& o# thei««>
with hl$
ori theyand
weuld
eongratulafed for ntiaklntf a good call ,
,
ended,
kept
have
Woweveiiv ilvelbyhad
J^fel^er
departure the ^ga.
First of all, I realize that home town bias had no j>fac6 in a reporter's objectivity, Maybe 1 hitd only to hire a coach who #)«*& tarn to&mttated mf oly mtmspatfi gittfttg all
s
won't get free ticket? to Sabres games, or autographedhockey sticks, t can live with that
his/her timeto theftcs. dem^W recndtlrigj and ottaqvgpoffl. of fho job
* Instead,
withwhat
)
.be
Morelm£ortantly, gaft totookat the situation realistically, This ia Colby College,with you, wtati. Mf g6tttn§ W» $<.m«<Kne wht> c^afthmtwo ^>oirt«;bttek to bad^
one
a Piviston li hockey prog.am,not the Montreal Canadians, farm team, Student athletes,are
ditantfrom rog.ilarathto^^
Mike
the case to detrimental to both the players *md the school
<3i.drt't
•:- Ma.^^HS^tai^<.fthd^keyt^an.Mftrlri Smith *t.dW*r(wmmate
That is not to say that Bany $.nith would have conducted Hmeld in ouch a manner, That is s alrer%htwh6k|h^y^y>^Wejiisst mUy w«nt ^$t»wwith £$<&n f ilm &hdigo fw>m
something tji&t We at Colby will never know* But ono thing k certain - Charley Corey does MtimWMth<tf at [& ^wMi$$j& t$$timien. m<*am dml^fjtratlonJl^t hot*to
undcratond thenaiute:of the student/athlete batonsand this to probably what ultimately ;J)»|j |tii^:»owi|>)( hqA&km; %f i»'0$im to My i*play^ockoy,Ht.»t»s ftbottt ",
s
Won hIn . the job. Add tojftis hi. potential lor recruiting as a result qf-hls many yemIn New smtfi^^
lN¥« ^l* * -I mtite&
f aw&k
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England prephockoyand his ability to deal with student athletes,and ColbyCollegeappears
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Two New Coaches Introduced
By Dave Weissman
SPORTS EDITOR

Yesterday was a day of firsts for
the Colby College athleticpiogram.
Charles N. Corey III, the newly
named men's hockey and lacrosse
coach is the first son or daughter of
a former Colby coach to become a
head coach at the school, while
Laura Halldorson, appointed as
head coach of women's ice hockey,
will be the first woman to coach a
varsity ice hockey team in Maine
and among the first in the nation.
The two were introduced to players
and media at a press conference in
Roberts Union.
Corey's ties to the Waterville
school are strong. He is the son of
Nels Corey, who coached men's
varsity hockey at Colby from 195052. Charles Corey*s mother, Kaye
Monaghan Corey, is a Colby
alumna. "In many ways, it's like
coming home," said Corey in reference to his new job.
Corey comes to Colby from
Lawrence Academy in Groton,MA,
where he is "ethically obligated" to
stay until October 15th. After this
date, his duties at Colby will be-

Colby 's new coaches Charles N. Coreylll (left) and Laura Halldorson.

come full time. Corey was at the
helm of a very successful athletic
program at Lawrence,where he has
served asmen'shockeyand lacrosse
coach, as well as Athletic Director,
for 10 years.
Corey graduated from Bowdoin
College in 1976, where he played
both hockey and lacrosse. He was
twice named All New England in
lacrosse, and is Bowdoin's all time
leading scorer.
"He will be a great addition to

the staff," said Colby Athletic Director Dick Whitmore.
In addition to his on the field
skills, Whitmore has also stressed
Corey's ability to recruit. "Having
dealt with student athletes at Lawrence, he should be an effective
recruiter."
"Charley Corey brings an energy andabilityleveltoColby which
can take us from where we are now
to a competitive level in the ECAC,"
said Whitmore.

League championship teams as an;
undergraduate.
Before attending Princeton,
Halldorson toured Finland and the
Soviet Union as a memberof a four
- time national champion squad in
Minnesota. She also played soffball
and volleyball while in high school,
and will assist the women'.s softball
team at Colby.
"I look forward to becoming a
head coach.-I feel that I'm ready to
do that,"said Halldorson."I'm very
fortunate to come to a school like
Colby."
Halldorson also succeeds Rob
Pfeiffer , who coached women's
hockey as well as men's lacrosse
photo by Robyn Glaser
beforeleaving Colbytotakeacounseling position at Messalonskee
_. Corey takes the place of Mickey High School in Oakland, ME.
Goulet in hockey and Rob Pfeiffer
The hiring of these two coaches
in lacrosse, both of whom are his is the culmination of a search procfriends. "I don't think I can come in ess which has been going on since
hereand replace Mickey Goulet and the late summer. "We are very forRob Pfeiffer," said Corey. "I just tunate to have attracted two indiwant to do the best job I can do."
viduals of the'. caliber of Charley
Halldorson comesto Mayflower Corey and Laura Haldorson," said
Hill from Princeton University Whitmore. "There were so many
where she was assistant ice hockey qualified applicants for these posicoach for the past two seasons.She tions that the hard job for the search
is also a graduate of that institution, committee was in the elimination
at which she played on three Ivy process."Q

Trinity Mauls Colby 's White Mules
By Pete McElroy
STAFF WRITER

What happened? That's the
question many are asking after
Colby Football's humiliating 30-0
defeat by the Trinity Bantams at
Jessee Field in Hartford this past
Saturday. Where was the Colby
team we've heard about since the
conclusion of last season?
"Colby Football just didn't show
up," sajd Coach Tom Austin. 'Trinity was a good team," he said. But
Colby was "not as mentally hard
and sharp" as they should have
been. "We were ready to play football, but not to beat Trinity. This
week we'll be ready to beat Hamilton, "said one varsity football
player.
After Saturday's poor showing,
In which All-NESCAC receiver Joe
Vecchi caught only two passes and
quarterback Chris White completed
less than ten passes, many feel that
this Saturday's Hamilton game
(1:30, on Seaverns Field) will be
played by a different Colby team.
"Everybody's looking forward
to this week," stated Jim Dionizio, a
starting defensive back. Mitch
Rogers, anoth er DB, has decided
that if the team concentrates more,
they will play a better game, "We
would play well 8 out of 10 plays,
and then they would capitalize on
the remaining two,"' said Rogers.
This week, "we'll play more consis-

tently."
Colby will have to play more
consistently than ever to beat
Hamilton College. The Continentals, a five and three team last year,
will come to Waterville looking to
win. Two consecutive opening day
losses to Williams have the Clinton,
NY residents looking for blood.
Colby and Hamilton are both
"teams without a win," said Hamilton Coach Steve Frank. And, with
KieranClair, Hamilton'simmensely
talented QB (6-4, 210), behind the
line, Colby's defense must play
strongly.
But, Colby has a QB of equal
quality. Senior Chris White, coming off perhapsthe worst game he's
ever played at Colby, will also be
out to win.While his stats were not
at all impressiveon Saturday, White
can get the job done against Hamilton.
Wh it e creates problems" for
Hamilton,said Frank. "Colby's got
some great experience with him."
Colby's runn ing game was also
shut down by Trinity, with most of
the work was being done by Trinity's two big defensive ends. This
week, senior running back Brian
Cooley will be trying to break
through a Hamilton defense that
will be looking to stop him in his
tracks.
One thi ng tha t will help Colby
prepare for the Hamilton game i s
Ham ilt on's very basic off enses an d
defenses.
"Hamilton is very run of the

mill formationally," said Austin.
Something that Colby will have
to overcome, despite the run of the
mill formations, are two human
giants on the Hamilton offensive
line. Herbie Hand,6-2,260,and Rick
Street, 6-5, 285, could cause some
problems for Colby'sdown men on

defense. Mike Eisenstadt and Gilles
Lajeunesse are both up to the task
though, and both can use their
quickness to play Street and Hand
well.
"We're just looking for a big
rebound," said Eisenstadt.
The entire Colby team, after

having lost so brutally to Trinity,
will be trying to win back the respect that followed last season's 4-4
finish. Colby will "pick up the intensity"in practice this week,Austin
believes, and after a good week of
practice, will be mentally prepared
for this game.Q

NOTABLE S
\

{

NOTABLES OF COLBY VS. TRINITY GAME;

*White Mules lost 17th consecutive season opener in 30-0 defeat
"Bantam quarterback Levine completed 17 of 30 passes for 195
yds./2 TD/3.int
*Mule offensive line did not contain Trinity pass rush, esp. defensive ends
^Bantam running back Redgate ran an 1$ yd, draw for TU
^Trinity 22 first downs/Colby 6 first downs
*Colby charged with 100 yds, in penalties
tColby defensive back Jay Olson * 2 interceptions
*Colby linebacker len Baker - interception, tackle in backfield ¦
*good hits by Anthony Martin of Trinity,Jeff Marggraf of Colby
*defensive tackle Dan "Slasher" Connolly recovered Trinity
;
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